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INIROPUCIION

4.

A review of the vocational-evaluation literature id the area of psycholog-
ical testing indicates that evaluators have what can only be described as a
love-hate relationship with testing_ \Many articles denounce testing, use it
as a scapegoat for client and pr ram failurr and, most signi'ficantly, claim
that reaction to the testing mo ment is what really started vocational evalu-
ation's bscipation with work sampleteechniques. Yet at the saMe time evidence
inecates that toftts axe widely bised in vocitifonal evaluation (Pruitt; 1972;
Botterbusch:.1,974) and the evaluators feel that they need to kno0 more about
the selection, administration, and interpretation of tests (Egerman end Gil-
bert,,1969; Sankovsky, 1971; Task Force No. 3, 1975; Coffey, 1978).

This.apparent conflict can be resolved by 0 careful reqssessment of the
role of tests in vocational evaluetion. Tests per se-are not "good" or
"uspful-"Or Pnot useful." Granted that some tests,either,by careful.design
and/or by continuing research are more widely.and s ccessfully used than
others,-it is the improper use of the test by the aluator teacher, psychol-
ogist, etc., that causes the pribblem and not the te t itself; Or to para-
phrase a slogan Of the National 'Rifle Association (the.other NRA), tests don't
fail people, people fail people. A test is a neutral object to be.used or
mistised. The professibnal test user must ask in what 4ituation and with what

. particular person is there a good-chance that a certain test will yield accu-
rate and useful informAtion. Asking this specific questjop of a test (or any
assessment technique) will result in a More.useable answee than an emotionally
laden-question about the uSW of tests in general.

The test must be used id a planned situation. There must be reasons for.'.
testing as well as for using any other eyaluation technique. These reasons
should be based upon the indivjdual evaluation plan oxdefined by the Commis-
sion on the Accreditation of Rehabilttation Facilities (CARF, 1978): .

3.4.3.1.1.3 Based pn referral information., the initial interview,
and dgtermihed objectIves, a specifk written evalua-
tion plan fois each individual shall be developed,
This plan shall:

4. ideditify the questions to be answered through the
evaluation.

,

/

b. indicate how these questions will be answered.

c. where.appropriate, specify.persons (staff,
.family, etc:) who will be involved in carrying
out the plan. There should be evidence'that
these indiv4duals are aware of their rdle in
carrying out this plan.

d. be periodically reviewed and modified as,

'necessary. (p. 28)

The evaluatbr has at his disposal,tests, work samples,situational gssessment,
and job site evaluation. The seleWon of general teChniques apd individual
assessment tools for obtaining answers to specific evaluation Cluestions

41.
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eliminates; (1) the arbitrary administration ot o hottory of fw,f', ov work

Aomplm () the ,,y'domatic prmoduro ot hoving ovory client go through thy

,.same string of experiences, and (3).an evaluation plan that does not show the.

client how this experience relates to his overall rehabilitation program.

The purpose of this publication is to help the evaluator wisely seleCt and

use tests within the context of the referral questions and the individualiied

evaluation plan. Part I will contain information on why tests are used in

evaluation, problems with tests, and how to select tests. Part II ts a careful

review of specific.tests that eitheribave been-found to be successful wtthin .

vocational evaluation or have this p6tential. Also included is a list of

books on testing and slatistics. Part I will/ use the same format, and may

be considered as a revision of the 1973 DC publication, Tests and Measurements

for VocationM Evaluators.

Finally, I would like to acknowledge the work dyne by two graduate assis-

tants, Ms. Sharon Vasholz and Ms. Mary K. Gorine who locate4 tests, prepared

references, and helped in many other ways.

a

Karl F. Botterbusch, Ph.D.
December, 1978
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Why Are Tests Used in Evaluation?

44

VAR1 I

Although this question has been comnionly asked by many authors, to some
extent it I nut relevant, or in light of the introduclion, should be re-
pfirased to state: Is a particular test useful ii certain vocational evalue-

- tion situations?. While the merits of any specific test must be judged within
the unique situation of its use,the concept of "tests" and their usefulness

.. in vocational evaluation may be described melre generally. So why use tests?
There are several reasons.

t
Thd first is economfc--compared with other evaluation techniques, tests

. (assuming t t the evaluator can get useful information from a particular test)
are the'c est way of obtaining information about a client. Job site eval-

.

uation requi es a heavy staff invest nt in terms of the amount of time needed
to.develop the initial job site and to maintain a client on the site. 5itua-
Iional assessment requires the exlstend of a workshop, production contracts,
and staff for supervision. Both requir that,the client be paid for what he
produceg% If "homema e" work sample te hniques are used, they require staff
time to- develop as we l as money and time to construct; commercial work sample
systems can cost up to $20,000 for theAnitial purchase. All work samples
evegtually require replacement parts and many require expendable supplies.

l'

Tests hamthe advantages of: (1) being cheaper to buy, (2) usually being
group-administered, and (3) often having.sep ate Answer sheets which reduqe
the expense of expendable supplies. In discu ing these four evaluation '

techniques, there :IS probably an inverse relat onship between the closeness
' of the technique.to real work as viewed by the clientlind the overall cost .

- 'of the technique., This can be visualized as fdllbw$: .

.,

#

.TeChnique

Job Site Evaluation

.Situatival Assessment

Work Sample Techniques

'Psychological Testinp
Cost

High A

Perceived relation&
ship to real work .

Low
6

There ts a tecond economic factor--speed of,administration. Most tests
are desgined to take a sample of a behavior (or behaviors) .in a relatively
short period of time. While other assessment techniques ffiay obtain more
accurate. information or more detailed information, they usually take'longer
than a test does. .An evaluator can assess.mechanical comprehension u1ng a

P,ANSt that takes 30 minutes to administer to seven clients or he can place
,these clierits on a,work.sample that assesses mechanical comprehension in two
hours for each client.\ If enlY eConomical considerations were taken into

,. account, then most evaTuatorsmould use tests as their only technique4.thus
becoming psychometricians*. However, while no one can argue.with the economic
advantages of tests, there is a more basic consideration--are the results
accurate.for a particular dlient? If the evaluatbr wants to assess the'

4.

t
.21k.f
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mechanical comprehencion of a client who can't read, who hdS d high degree of

test dnxiety, or who doesn't undcr:et.and the imdructiem., theh the Mir,f d«11

rate method of assessment is not the cheapest or the.shortest. Given the

recommendations that are made from evaluation results, it may not be the most

economical to the client or the rehabilitation services system in the long run.

THO point is that while tests are economical, they are only economical if the

client can he accurately assessed by this method. In other words, if d Lest

does not provide us with accurate information about a particular client, it

is useless regardless of how economical it is to administer and score.

-

There are some,situations where tests tiay be the Most practical method of

obtaining information.' For example, the us'e of tests to determine the degree

of literacy is important if the client is being considered for a formal train-

ing program or general academic work. Some covert personality Characteristics

that might not be readily inferred from behavioral observations may be brought

to the attention of the evaluator through the use of tests. This could play

anfimportant role in determining what work adjustment services are needed.
/

AnotHer reason for testing is to compare the client's Performance with

the most apprppriale norm group, such as a group reading at the tenth grade

level or workers employed in competitive industry. (Ttle selection of the test

and, subsequently, the norm group(s) deppnds in part on the decisions that are

to be made from the test results.1 If.the goal of rehabilitation is to-Olace

the client in competitiveemployent, then all vocational evaluation techniques

should compare tbe client's results with those employed in competitive work.

We need to know.how the cliegt measures up against people who are competitively

employed,'who.are in job training programs, etc. Careful selection of tests

with appropriate norms is one way for the evaluator to get a good idea how his

client compares with various non-disabled groups (assuming the evaluatoç

selects a test'with adequate norms and uses it properly). Such a .comparison

,results in a more realistic evaluation of the client's potential. -
(

One commen4omust be made about testing and the time period spent in voca-,

tional evaluation. It could be argued that one advantage of. tests is that

.they can assess a person in a short period of time. .With the reality of the

one'or two week evaluations in some facilities, this sounds like A good reason.

However, tests shoulO.not be) used only because, they require less time than

other techniquqs. Rather, a specific test should be given,when the result's are

the best'method of answering a referral question. With retpect to the time to

complete an evaluation, the.Angth.of time should be based on the client's

needs and not on the.calendar's.

3.4.3.1.1.4 The length ortime an individual remains in vocational
,

j evaluation shall be primarily .based Obn the time

necessary to accomplish the individual's gialuation

goals. (CARF, 1978, p. 28)

-

Problem\With Test Use in Evaluation

The first section pointed out some of the reasons why testing can be

useful to votational evaluators as well,as mentioning that there are serious

problems associated with test use. Generally, the failure of a test tp, yield

accurate results may be based on two problems: (1) poor test usage and (2)

some tests are not too useful for anything. This section deals with some of

2
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the way tests can be misused. lhe next section deals with methods 01 select-
ing tests that the poor one', (an dvoided. c)OMP of the common miste,o., of

tests in vocational evaluation are:

Overuse ("Tuesday everyone takes the WRAT.") - Some facilities overuse
tests by sclieduling every client to take a certain test or group of tests.
This overuse occurs for several reasons: (1) lack of individualized client
ylanning, (2) a desire for easier client scheduling, and (3) faith that one
test or specif4ic battery of tests can yield valid and useful results for
every client. 2libere should be a reason why a test Is given to a'client just
the same as there should be a reason Why every other techniqUe is used. To .

give a client, who the evaluator knows from prior information is illiterate,
an achievement battery is a waste of time and money and only- gives the client
one more bad experience with tests. To be more general, befort using any
evaluation technique, see what Information is needed-for the individual
client. To jive an intelligence test to a client who has recently taken the
WAIS is duplicating efforts. While it is true that some tests have more uses
than others, it'does not follow that a particular test is useful for every
client. In conclUsion, the best way to prevent overuse is to carefully plan
each client's evaluation program.

Indiscriminate_Use ("She was given a battery of clerical test even though'
she had no interest fnsthis area and the results of clerical work saitipies had
been negative.") - Tests can be indiscriminately used as well as overused. ,The
indiscriminate use of tests simply means that tests are used without much, if
any, planning. In some cases a client may be administered a teSt or group of
tests even when other evaluation results have already given the answer. If a

client has taken several work samples in a specific area and if results indi-
cate,no interest and/or low performance, then there would appear to be little
or. no'need to test the client in the same area. The tonverse is also true.
Testing would not be needed if the client.has;shown previous interest and/
ability in one job area. For example, an aiitOinobile mechanic with a recent
injury to his dominant hand is referred to find out if he tan return to his-
former job. The first phase of this client's evaluatlon plan would center on
the question of Toes he have the physical ability to return to his former
occupation of mechanicr Thisphase could be answered by worksamples and
Sob site evaluation. If the client could return to his former job, then no
further assessment would be needed--certainly no tests. Howevdr, if this
client cannot return to his previous job, then the second phase would be to
answer the cluistion "Is his ability and experience applicable to any jobs that
are less physically'demanding?", During the second phase, interest inventories
and tests of mechanical and reasoning,ability could prove useful. To give
these or any other measures during the first phase would not be a wise use of
testing. From this rather.simple example two conclusions can be drawn: (1)

testing shoUld be carefully planned for each client and (2) testing need'not
be used when the evaluator is certain that other techniques have already given

-

accurate %formation.

Separation ofo Leming From Performance ("Tests meaSure what the client
does; not what.he knows.") - A problepi with testing, as with any other eval-
uation technique, is.to separate learning from performance. Thi4 is somettmes
difficult because learning cannot be seen, heard, or evaluated--only perfort-
mance can be measured. Many problems in test use happen because the test
iliffinistrator is not able to separate learning and performance. In the.context
of this publication, learning means that the evaluator communicates to,the

3



client what the test instructions are and how the client is to go abouLjaking

tJet.. Performance means the aw,wers that the client 9ivw, h) the te,,t

items. To have a client take a test before.he is aWare of what is involved, to

have a client not understand the instructions', ta have a client miss items be-

cause he cannot perceive them, to have a client "fail" a test because the

format of the items was beyond his comprehension is to invalidate test results.

Before the evaluatOr-can measure the client's performance on a Lest, he must

make sure that the client knows how to respond to the te t items and that he

accurately perceives the test content. In short, the c ient's test score must

not reflect how well.he underVtood Ahe instructions or ld perceive the

Tfems, but how well the client knew the answers "once he fully understood the

instructions 'and the iteecontent." Iftthe purpose of the test is to obtain

accurate infoevation about the client, then the evaluator must make sure that

the client knows the instructions and how to respond to the test content per

se. It is the resPonsibility of the cvaluator to make sure that the client

knows what iv required of him. This can he done in several ways: (1)

careful test selection to pick tests With appropriate reading levels; etc.,

(2) the increased use-of practice exercises and examples prier tb-acival

adminiltra0on, (3) the use of tests specially detigned for certain disability'

groups, and (4) the modification of tests for certain disability groups. Test.

selection will be dealt with in this publication. The ,other three topict have

been dealt with in two other MDC publications: The Use of Pvychologicat Tests

With Individuals Who Are Severely DiVabled (Botterbuseh, BM .and Work Sample

ticIlitation ofrOnnd,Clients: Crite4a for Administrapon and w-Develoent

( ck$an, 1976T. /n short, pne Orthjimajor-reasons teVts yield inaccurate

inforniation is because the test per sear the evaluator does not allow fdr the's

client to know what is expected and required of himsrior to taking the actual

test.

Negative Connotations .of Tests by Evaluatof's and Clients ("Our facility

doesnTt like to use tests" and "(don't like tio take tests.") - To many cli-

ents, as well as evaluators, thelmere mention of the word "fest" brings about

negative connotations often accompanied by stronger emotions such as anxiety.

Unfortunately many of these feelings are justified. All too'often clients have

had a history of failure in school tests, not being selected for jobs due to

tests, and being classified almost automatically into at"failure" category.

On:the other si,de, siime evaluators have often seen negative results from using

tests, have little knowledge of test selection and use, and have serious doubts

about the usefulness of tests. If tests are to be used successfully by the
facility, the evaluator will have to deal'with his own problems as mell as

those of the client. The evaluator can overcome his own problems in three

ways: (1) by knowing how to select specific tests to suit specific client

,needv; (2) by,Wting only when necessary-and then having the tesp6hd reason-

for its use written into the evaluation plan; and'(3) by becoming.move gen-

erally aware of the proper uses oftesting. The evaluator can help the client

overcome any mtstrust of testS only after the evaluator himself is able to look

at testing with an honest eye. After this occurs, the evaluator whd chooses

to use tests can help the client in several ways. First, provide the client

with the exact reason for using each test-:( This reason is essentially what

should have already been writtenon the individualized client evaluation plan...

second, for.some tests, such as aptitude and achievement tests, provide extra

occOational information. Tell the client in silople language what a sales /

aptitude test measures and how the results relate,ta i variety of sales jobs

Third, prior to the fes1 tell the client' how the results will be used and after

the .test tell the client exactly tvhat the results are and what they mean. If

lb

4
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these recom4endalions are followed, the Llitint. should respond positively dnd, 110

mmt importantly, with increawd motivation.

4
Poor Selection of Tests ("I'll see what we have around here to get an IQ

score.") Test use. -begins with,selection.and selection iistased upon two ,

questions: What do we want to *find out about the client? and secondly. What
4 tests will answer this'? In answering the first question, the evaluator mus.t

be able to clearly idelltify what information about the client is needed to
answer questions. In relating this to test use, the.evaluator can begin by
giving the general specifications where a test can be useful. For example,
a picture interest inventory may be needd to help low literacy clients 'clarqfy
their interest's. After deciding what is needed and why it is needed, the
evaluater searches for the test test that meets his specifications. In this
example he will consider the range of jobs covered, the organization of the
results, the ease of scoring as well as the 'technical questions of reliability,
validity, and norms. Oftenseveral different .tests are needed to answer the
same questions for different client groups. Returning to the above example,

.a general !reasure of client interest is needed, then the evaluator will Agant
to have a widg range of instrUments avaflablesome for ldw literacy clients,
for person expressing a desire for a technical ois skilled occupation, and for
persons whb want additional #cademic training. Thus, the measure of interest
should consider what client 1.1,190ing assessed and how, this assessment shquld
take place. A quote from am article by Botterbusch and Sax (1977) dealing with
the selection of comMercial vocational evaluation systems also applies to test °

selection and use within the,vocational evaluation process:

fen

The first decision is whether the evaluation unit is
'meeting client needs in terms of accurate assessment for
availabld.jobs and/or training. If needs are not being
met, .the second decision becomes a question of what
areas'of job assessment are needed for the evaluation
unit. After these needs are known a thorough review

. available ressources is made to determine how
to best meet these needs . . . There has to be a
great.deal of analysis of what is to be accomplished .

during evaluation, the available jobs and training,
the types of clients with whom you are working and the
best way to accomplish the goals of your facility.
This analysis is absolut9ly necessary before you
can . . [Select any test]. (pages 15-36)

In ConclusiOn,pthe evaluator must carefully select tests prior to their
use. This selection shquld be based on what tests will provide.answers to the
referral questions: This siction has presented some of the general problems
witW.test use., The next section will 'deal in greater detail with,how to
select tests.

How to Select Tests

'Test selection is not'siMple and many factors (ranging from technical
considerations, through reading levels, to should tests be used at all) must
be weighed. To be an "expert" in test selection, the evaluator must combine
a detailed knowledge.of two areas--technical knowledge about psychometrics
.and a practical knowledge of how tq plan and conduct evaluation services for

5
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cylients with d wide range of handiLaps. Wring till., veytew dud tion

the ev.iludter mir,t keep fin mind th,it the procedure mw,f?he kp,od

on what will best assess the client. While it is be,yond the scope of this .-

15ub1ication to present all the information needed 0 make any person pn

expert in 'test selection (although some source materials given on pages 90

To 94 will help you get started), soMe general (.onsiderations are as follows':

Should lests Be Used ("Maybe some people shouldn't ho tested at alt.")

The first question to be asked when selecting A test (or tests) for a spectlic 9

client population is Aot "what tests to use," but "should we use tests.at

ell?" A review 9f the literature on test use shows that they can be adapted.

and/or designed for severely disabled client groups such as blind (Bauman,

\ 1976; Scholl and Schur, 1976), deaf (Levine, 1976), and mentally retarded.

While tests can be used with many severely disabled.persons, the .guestioh isv

still to be asked, fs.a test usable with a particular cltent? In trying to

answer this question, the evaluator must ask what potentially prevents.the. use

of any tests with this client. A client may, for example, suffer from anXiefY

so intense that testing would,be invalid except for all but the'simplest motor

tasks.. A sevErely mentally retarded person from A culturally deprived back,

ground could perhaps be assessed more accurately using other techniques.. The

same is true for a person who is both blind and deaf. These are only examples.

The point is that fhe evaluator must be able.to discriminate those clients 'for

whom testing of any kind woUld not produce accurate resuls. Therefore, the

first ste0 in test selection is to-vsk what tests would give accurate informa-

tion of a particulAr quality for a-partidular cl1ent.1- -If the evaluator finds

that no test will provide,this infovation, then he,should use oper assessment

techniques.

Ask Questions Ab6ut the Test ("What does this test really.do?') - In

selecting a test for potential use, the evaluator must carefully review the

test, its manual, answer sheet, and other parts. The reviewer should look at

the reading level, Administration procedures, cl.arity of instructfons, norms,

reliability, and validity. . The evaluator tould begin-by reading the stated

purpose of the tVst in the manual, then reviewing the tesfitself, plus any

research to determine if the test achieves itt stated purpose. Critical re-

views of the test in the Mental Measurements Yeorbooks and elsewhere should. be

read. An obvious point is to consider light-TY the publishers' advertising. .

When reviewing a new test for possible use, the purpose for the test within

the evaluation unit and the general characteristics of the client'population

,should.6e kept'in mind. In other words, the test should be evaluated on its

technical merit's and on the place it will fill in the,evaluation unit. (Part

II of this publication is designed to provide some If the answers to these

questions.)

Test Taking-Ability ("Can the client take this test?") - The first two

suggestions asked if the test should e Used and what the test meaSured. This

suggestion moves away froM the test and centers onethe client. Here we ask ff,

the client can ake the test in a way that yields accurate results. The 'first

question is% can the client nead the items and undlstand what he ts.reading!

Most of.the commonly.usedtests, require the client o read (and comprehend)

at the sixth or eighth grade level: If a client can.understand the instruc-

tions (as evidenced by the-Rractice items),'Can read the items with comprehen-

sion, and can use the appropriate answering format, then he can take-most

standardized tes44k- The client whops this test'taking ability most-likely

not need any low literate tests or special modifications in the instruc..'

tions or answering method. This represents a.great advantage.to both client

p.



and eva.luator. If the evalua6Or decides to use some tests with dn individud)
client, then the Nest step is to determine the clienti.s ability to talLe tests.
Here U,e evaluator hac cevera1 method,,:. The mmt (Araightforwor(1 tv,e an

.established.-readihg test or achievement battery to determine readihg and.com-4 prehension,,.compare his score with the'appropriate groUp, and make a decision.
2 SubjeCtiy.e observations made during this initial test will qive some indication
opf the client's...test sophistication, the presence. of any unusual degree of test
anxiety, and the gefferal ability to cope Tn a htghly structured setting.
-Othpr methods of determining:literacy may include checking previous record for
recent tetting, jOb,history, and yearg of forma] education.: A'cli,ent having a
history.of:emOlbyment jn clerical., sales, or teOnical 'occupatiorAmill prob-

.'ably read fairlY4we1l. Formal educatiOn may be Another good estimat4 if it is
'receni. Kowever, because of the social promotion policies of,many Schools,
some high sthool graudates can't yead at the 6ixth grade :level. Test taking
ability needs to be measured first. Once the literacy level is established,
then the evaluator can plan any necessary testing around the client's level of
reading and test sophistication.

Specilic lies of Tests in theivaluatiron Process

The previous sections have mentioned that tests may often be useful at
various steps of the evaluafion process. This section will attempt to give
-some specific examples, but remember that these are only examples. 'Sometimes

tests must be used to establish the legal "existence" of mental retardation for
a schdol system, vocational rehabilitation agency, etc. If the evaluator is
also qualified to administer' the WAIS (Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale),
WISC (Weschler Intelligence Scale of Children), or other individually admin-
istered instruments, then this testing may be done in the evaluation unit.
If not, a:psychometrician working.Closely with the unit is a'good second
alternative. The test results can be used for other aspects of the evaluation
or to develop.the evaluation plan. The second' use of tests ig to help.plan'
the evaluation. If the referral contains little in the way of direct ques-
tions tnen the evaluator could use testing at the start of the evaluation
process to narrow down the client's interests, aptitudes, and to determine his
literacy skills. After interviewing the client and assessing his literacy
skills, a multi-aptitude battery together with a broad based interest inven-
tory may be important. The results of ffiese must bt discussed with the client

. and used to help plan the.rest of the.e0aluation. A nofte of caution is neces-
sary--starting a new client with a battery of tests can easily fall into the
problems of overuSe and indiscriminate use. Thus, tests should' be used with'
caufion and also interspersed with other evaluation and information giving
(e.g., occupational information)'programs.

Tests can also be used to-substantiate other evaluation results. If a

client has done pdorly on sleveral work on job samples inyolving finger and hand
dexterity; the evaluator may want to brther investigate this'by using a finger
deAerity measure to determine the precise problems and to compare the Client's

L.----ferformance with norms developed on employed workers. A client having done
poorly 'on. Work-samples in several'occupational areas whose only common element
may be the ability to visualize three-dimensional objects from diagrams and

- blueprints, could'be givem-a test of spatial ability to see if this is the
reason for the podr results, Thetetwo examples have used'tests to check
on the possible rtasons why a-client has experienced low achievement on an-
other astetsment technique. It should alto. be noted that other assessment
techniques can be used to substantiate testS. 'Thus, we are not setting Up
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tw,t., or ilny other fechnique a., the ultimate criterla. lhe pro(e, 1., to (heck

the results of several measures Ailainst each other tor (onistenty and, if

inconsistent., to try to undcr4tand why.

Testing can also be used to help decide between Oternatives. A client

does well on a variety of work samples in both the clerical and sewing areas

and has mrbally expressed an interest-in both. Other results agree that both

areas are within the clienti,s overall ability, range of dexterity, eh,. In

helping the client decide between these .two areas, several methods may be used.

Additional occupational information is given, the local job market is discussed

and the chances for upward mobility are mentioned. At this pdint a more covert

determination of interests and needs can be established using testing. Here

tests could provide uSeftl informatsion not elsewhere attainable.

.All these sources of infprmation can be weighed by the evaluator and cli-

ent to make a decision. Deciding between alternatives 63n also involve de-

ciding between levels of jobs within-an occupational (i.e., career) 4ilerarchy.

\ A client may be definiltly interested in machine shop work but iS somewhat

confusedas o the level. Jobs in this area vary in' the degree of.skill re-.

quired and in the ability needed to reach this skill. Tests of mechanical

comprehension', practical measurement of arithmetic, and ability to make fine
4 discriminations can help the client 'clecik if he.should consider a1fairly low

level job such as a punch press operator, semiskilled job like a drill

,. press operator, or train for a position as a tool.and die maker.

A final example is the use of tests to help anpier questions or hypoth-

eses raised by the client's history or evaluation results. A client has a "job

history of several clerical jobs held for short durations. Clerlcal tests and

work samples reveal no skill deficiencies, behavioi-al observations show no

overt problems that cause the client to loose a job; and the client is unable

to adequately expTain the reason's for the employment history. The following

hypotheses could be set up: (1) the clivnt has a personality or psychiatric

problem that only manifests itself while on the job; (2) the client's intel-

ligence may be extremely high causing boredom resulting in frequent job

changes; and (3) the client may not realjy be interested in clerical mork.

The use of tests to answer these hypotheses would be discussed with the client

and thdn one hypothesis would be investigated at a time. For the first hypoth-

esis, a test like the 16PF or the MMPI could be useful; any of a number of

intqlligence'meosures could be used for the second; and the Strong, OVIS, or

MIQ would help answer the third. The point is that the evaluator who encoun-

ters problems which appear to have no obvious solutions, could ..use testing as

a method of seeing if his "hunches" are correct.

The above paragraphs have given some examples of the specific uses of

testing during the evaluation process. These are only examples and the eval-

uator will be able to think of other situations wher,e testing may be useful

to help solve many other di.fficult questions. The themes that hopefully come

through in this section are that tests can be used in creative ond versatile

ways and that if used correctly, a test can be an important part of many

clients' evaluation plans.



A modvi tor let Ue

Ihrotiqhmit thwx wc hivr 1,11d .111t,u (hu

uSe of tests in.vocational evaluation. These can be divided into (1) the
use of tests .within an evaluation program and (?) the use of a specific test,
that will serve the needs of a sPecific client. Successful testing is admi4
isterinq the right test to the client so that accurate and w.etul intor!llafion --

can be obtained. The left; side o( I iyure 1 (i.e., "Ilie lest.") ;,how,5 that tesIs
are part of the total evaluation program and that thesevaluation prog,:am must
refer to the client population served, the loc.al labor market (including educa-
.tional opportunities), and the implicit or explicit philosophy of,the evaluation
unit.. In establishing (or refiningran evaluation program, Step 1 is to decide
if some.of the information eeded to assess clients WAy be obtained through
testing. If the evaivator believes that some tests will he helpful .to his
clients, then the rtext fstep (Step 2) is to set Up specifications for what sorts
of tests-are needed. Some examples of these spetifications would be: (1) a
test of mkhanical aptitude that does not require'any reading skills; (2) a

test of literacy for low functioning persong- that does not have childish con-
tent; and (3) a nonverbal'test of general learning ability that.has Spanish
language directions. These examples are general nd the evaluator may want to
include other.speOfications such as cost /scoring proCedures, cultural.bias,
and validity. .

After setting.up specifications, the evaluator finds and reviews tests
that fit these specifications (Step 3). .This publication will help the eval-
uator find some of these tests. Another way is to write the numerous test- ;

publishers, state what is needed,.and ask for a catalogue. (The addresses of
some test publishers are found on page 95.) Other methods of locating poten-
tially useful fests include various books on testing, professional publications,
and,'especially, the Mental Measurements Yearbooks. After tests that may meet
the specifications have been identifTed, the evaluator orders specimen sets
-from the publisher and then carefully reviews all of the material. An inter-
esting procedure is to take the test yourself. This will help you to see the
content of each'item, to estimate its reading level, and to judge the appro-
priateness of the content for specific handicapped Ropulation(s). It may also
be possible to try out the test on some clients; hoWever, if this is done,.make
it very clear.to the clients that the test is being evaluated and not them..
Aftertaking the tegt, score, it and then interpret the results. These subjec-
tive.methods df reviewing a test must be combined-with a.careful ar0 critical
review of the'manual and materials. Someof the questions to be asked are
about the stated purpose of the test, the technical asPects, reading level,
administration and scoring time,,type of administration; and interpretation of
results. In reviewing any test the potential user may want to prepare a
written outline iof Oe critical points; the test review outline on page 13
can serye --a-t-a guide.

After,reviewing the-proposed test, the evaluator.must decide if this test
riill be useful in obtatning accurate information for some' of his clients (Step
4). This detision is based'on a .critical review bf the test materials, the
needs of the evaluation program, and the evaluatbr's knowledgd of the charac-
teristics of the Allents who will be taking the test. If4the'decision is to
reject a specific test, then other potential tests are reviewed. If.there are
no other potential tests,-the evaluator may choose either another assessment
tichnique,or revise specifidations'for selecting a. test.

9
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In testing a specific client (ric)ht ,,ide 01 i iqure 1) , the process begins
with the questions-ask0 14 the referral ',mire(' (Ctep A). It thew (011"Al)W.
dye preLise, then d detdded evaluatlon plan can be developed upon entering the
facilitgy. If not, the evaluator will have to.obtain additional information
prior to devefoping the plan. The evaluationplan (Step B) is established to
answer specific luestions about the client and during this phase, quAtions of
what techniques to use are not asked. Once specific need,: are ectahlichrd, the
first decisions revolve around what techniques wll best answer the referrcil

.

questions. With regardto te4ting, ptle first question is, "Will any testing be
necessary to assesethe client" (51 CY? If the answer is "no,-B, thdn other
techniques are used.

(If the answer is "ye%," then the next,phase is to determine 'the test
takthg ability of the client (Step D). Some suggestions for this are given
on page 6 and need not'be'repeated. Once the client's test takin9 skills,
mainly literac* in the English language, have been determined, some decislons
,can be mad4 (Step E). If the'client does not have minimal test taking skills,
,othertechrliques Must be used'and the evaluatipn plan revised to reflect this.
While.literacy.or test taking ability obviasly occyr on a continuum, Figure,1
has simplified this continuum by giving only three testing options. The first
is for "high literacr client%, a term used to indicate a client who can take,
almost.any standardized test. The second, 'low literacy," implies the use of)
nonreading, nonverbal, or low reidil! tests. Ths third chdicels to.modify
specific tests to Client, needs .see Botternsch (1976) 'and Dickion,(19761]

Tillk
The evaluator sele e actual test based on the information needed and the
client's test takin ill level. This.teskselection is recorded on the
evaluation plan (the dotted line on Figurét1).

,

Actual test administration is the next step (F). Here' the client'and
the select d test are merged. 4tIf possible, the test shou)d be:administered
according o the instructions in its manual, and any motlifications mu be
Gratefully de. Even though the t4st and client ha been ciebfully chosen
fqr each ot en., there still can be unforeseen.prablem . The evaluator.Ast
be aware of these "and make,sure the client knowillwhat the instruCtions mean,
that the client is mot too anxious to take the test,,etc. Following adminis'-%.
tration and scoring, the,results are recorded and share0 with the client..
The client must'Understand to the best Of hl/Pbility what the results mean-, .

how they will' wreflecton the results of th rest of the evaluation, and
especially, how they May-affect the-client's future goals.

./Part I has attempted'to provide the evaluator witti same general guidelines
on how to properly use psychological tests within' the evaluation program. It
is realized that some of these suggestions, recommendation$ and'procedures will
appear general to the reader. There.is a resson for' thts-=epch facility is a
unique combination of clients, programs, referral sodrces, staff and financial
resources. In addition, each facili teXistCin a unique community. To set
forth highly regimented guidelines u would Oe imOractical to the
evaluator and place the writerein a r:sit , f assuming that he kpows every
facility and its procedures. The ultimate responsibility for the appropriAte
use of tests (Wpm's upon the profession4Vjudgment of the evaluator. ThW-
firstepart of this publication provided some general information on testing;
the second part provides'specific informatlon on tests and gives reference

_sources._ It is hoped that these two parts will help and encourage the.
evaluator to make appropriate decisions'about test use'and selection.

11
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The second part of this publication contains reviews of tests that)are
either widely used in vocational evaluution or tests that have potential tor
widespread.use in client av,,,11)ent. The de',(ription 01 ea(h vtrhment
presented in a %tandardiled format, de,,igned to ohloctivolv ciimmarl!4' l'a(h
device. Ihe format and what Is contained in ea(h kategory follow, thi,, in
troduction. In using this format, the evaluator should keep in mind that .

only very basic information is presented and,that he shoulti consult additional
sources Orior to selecting a test for his use. 4

Test Review Outline

The mime of the instrument, as listed in the Mental Measurements Yearboo_k and
on the tet manual, is centered in capital letters_ii-n--t:W top o the page, .Any
common.names"or abbreviations are given,in parentheses fo/lowinq the formal
name. The next line contains the form(s) of the test, if any, .which Were.re,
vieWd foe this publication. The review applies only to tie fom(c) lited on
this second line.. The most rwcent copyright date is place in parentheses on
the right margin.

1. Purpose - litiyeis this ,instrumen.t adminj, eIR? ,The specific traiq
aptitudes, abilities, skills, etc. that test is design,ed to.mea ure'
are presented here.

.

.2. Final Score The final scores are identified and the method of.presenta-
tion given.

3. DesCr.iption'
,). A

,
:. .S.!A.., Administration -.Inctivitlual pr group test, pencil-ana-paper or .

apparatus, administration time, and any required special conditions' ,

or materials.arQ vesented.

B. Content .Content includes descriptions of, the,number of items, item
- format, and the type of item.

C. Scoring - Allis contains the time required for scoring, the avail:-
Vability of computerized scoring Services, and the use of.convers4on
tables. c.

4. MaterialS Required A list of the materials necessary to administer
and score the test is given.

.5. Alipropriate Groups the necessary physical and "mental" skillnecPssaYsy
to successfully coniplete the test are indicated.

Technfcal Considerations

A. Norm Groulaz - On what groups'are norms available? How are the groups
described the test man401?

B. Reliability - This presents typical reliability data found in the
test manoal.
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L. Validity What 1)1',1., d()e., the te,,t have for What it (laim to

my,11,Orrl
.

%

.7. APA Level - See page 94..

8. Source% ot Information All Buro's reviews are given. mor example,

"MMY 7-151" ret prc Iv ihe (everith Mey)tal Me.v,urement Yearbook, revie*.

nUl

;
ber 15 a

1. The books listed on pages were searched n iod descriptn

: an discussions of the tests contained in theSe books are ificluded.

Cronbach, 528," for example, tells that the book by L. J. Cronbach

cbritailis information about the test on page 528., Some of theaore

recently published tests have not been reviewed in the MMY's or by

other publishers. It must also he noted that Some tests have been

extensively revised and/or new form% have been added. In cases where

. this.occurs, he references for earlier forms have been given; these

have been'indi ted.

9. Available. From - The name of the 'test publisher is given. See page 95.

for addresses.

10. ComMerits kaneral c:ritical comments are presented here.

As!. -4 .

4

.

:.
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Forms A and i (19/1)

1. Purpose The Atu is desiqned "to measure the level ot educational a(hreve-
ment among adults" who have not completed A formal education. in addition
to being A method for determining literacy level, it can be ued "in oval:
uating a .number of efforts to raise the educational levelAiiithese adufts.."

Final Score - The ABLE.yields six grade-equivalent scores: three in verbal
skillS (vocabulary, reading, and 4elling) and three in arithmetic (cOlitpu-
tation, problem soliing, and total).

c-

3. Description

'A . Administration - There are three levelp,,tp the ABLE: Level, I (grades
1-4), Level- II (grades 5-8), and Level III (grades 9-12). The ex-
aminer selects the aPproOriste level for the examinee. Total tesiing
time for Levels I and Il is about, two and one=half hours; LeVel III
testing time.is over three hours. LeVels I and II-are not timed.' Al-
though Level III tests are timed, the manual statet that the time .

limits are for administrative convenience only_ Some tests are dic- .

tated: Level I ---vocAbulary,.spelling, and 0oble

1j

olving; Level II -

01;
vocabulaT'y and spelling; Level III . vocabulary. ., s is a group
administered pencil and paper test and requires il. Oecial arrange-
ments. At Levels.I and II there is a choice of-non-reuseable test
booklets or machine answer sheets; Level III prdvides foe two 'separate .

answer sheets which can be hand Or machine scored.
. .

B. Content - There are five sub-tests at each level: 'vocabulary, reading,
spelling, arithmetic,computalion,' and problem solving. Although item
formats differ with sub-tests and level, each level containS-multiple-
choice items and items which require the.writing of a word or the
answer.to an -arithmetic problem.

C. .Scoring - Levels I. and II,- spelling and arithmetic computation must be
hand scored; the remajning Level I and II tests and all Level III tests

.

may be hand or machine scored. Templates are used in 'hand scoring and
the number of correct'responses in each section are counted and re-
corded. RaW scores are compared to norm fables. At Level's I and II
the scores are placed on a graph on the Llast page of the test booklet.
-Level III has a separate test score recording sheet.. Hand scoring
takes about ten minutes.

4

4. Materials Required

A. Test booklet

B, Pendils

C. -Manual

-ID. Scoring templates
4

E.' Separate answer Sheet for Level III; optional answer sheets for
Levels I and II.

a
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5. Appropri40 Groups lhe wide rnge of ,a(hifuoment (oyered by MI

and the adult OPM (ontent imply that the A1111- (nuld be u;ed a; a mea;ure

of literacy for' almost all clients whose vision-find wriliny skills pcimiL

successful completion of the'test. The-tests, however, are fairly lengthy

and it is urged that thOks6b-tests be interspersed with break periods.

6. Te(hnical Coff,iderations

A. Norm Groups - The BLE was developed and normed on 1,000 students

(grades 2 thr g 7),*Job Corps traibees, and adults enrolled in basic

education programs. .The grade equivalent norms were developed on high

school students. All samples are carefully defined..

B. Reliability Split-half reliabilities for the sub-tests ..at all levels

range from .60 to 46. Nost of the reported reliability coefficients

are unusuallyhigh.

"A. Validity - Although the manual gives no predictive valtgty studies,

it does provide correlations with the Stanford Achievement Test: .

' Most of these are in the .50s and .601s.

7. APA Level - A ,

8. Sources of Information - MMY 8:2; MMY 7:3; Anastasi, 408-410; Bolton, 93.

9. AVailabIe From - The Psychological Corporation

10. Comments - The ABLE can be used tp determine the achievement of adults

lacking in formal education. Unlike many reading and arithmetic achieve-

aent test§, the ABLE was, specificallyidesigned for adOts having little

formal education. .

. 6
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1/1111ORNIA ILSIS (CAI)

Forms C and 0; Levels 10-19 . (1977)

1 Purpose This series of achievement tests is designed to measure academic
skills in four major content areas: reading, spelling, language, and
mathematics. The CAT series is intended to be used for the la6e scale
achievement testing of school populations. fxcept for Level 10, this
test is totalYy new.

2 Final Score The CAT includes numerous final scores which.differ with the
level of the test. The upper ?levels (.14-19) of the ekt contain the fol-
.lowing scores:' reading vocabulary,,reading comprehension, total reading,
spelling, la0guage mechanics, languge expression, total langyage,.mathe-
matics computation, mathematics concepts and applicationst total mathe-
matics, total battery, and reference skills. These scores are presented '

in the grilde equivalents, scale Scores, percentile ranks, and stanines.
In addition, mastery scores are presented in the content areas measured
by the speCific test. Some examples of these are: recall.of factsy addi-
tion, number set theory, and verbs.

3. Description ..

.7
A. Administration - The CAT series is a group administered pencil-2,0T

paper-test with separate test'bqoklets at each level. The level, its
grade equivalent, and the total estimated administration times (tests
that are not read by the examiner are timed) are given below:

Level -Grade tquivalent

10' K.0-1.3

11 K.5-1.9

12 1.5-2.9

13 2.5-3.9

14 3.5-4.9

15 4.5-5.9

16 5.5-6.9

1,7 6.5-7,9

P3 7.5-9.9

19 9.5-12.9

Total Administration Time

2. hours 41 minutes

2 hours 12 minutes

3 HISurs 5 minutes

3 hours 16 minutes

3 hours 20 minutes

4

Because they have the same number of sub-tests and.format; Levels 14-19
.can be administered during the same test session. In order to detef- .

mine what level to administer, the examiner.first gives one of the tOo
locator tests (grades 1-6; 6-12) which contain a total of 40 vocabulary
andemathematical items. The.level ts selected from the results of this

17
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preIiminory measure. In addition to the locator tPst.,, there are

,,eporate'practiCe tect; that cJinuld he given a doy or two before the

battery. Ari resOof ises tire mddc uu u cparaLe aner OICPt

B. Content - All test i.tehis are multiple-choice with between three and

five alternatives. At the lower levelc, the examiner reads many of

the vocabulary and reading sections. Levels 14-19 contain the fol-

lowing seven tesAts and item numbers: reading vot.abuiary-JO ilems,

reading comprehension-40 items;. spelling-20 items; language mechanics

25 items; language expression-38 items; mathematics computation-40

items; mathematics concepts nd. abplicatiOns-45 items; and reference

skills-25 items.

C. Scoring Two methods of hand scoring are available for Levels 14-19.

,im
1r

The fir,st uses a separate IBM answer sheet.and stencil; the second is

a form concealed key pn the inside of a folded answer'sheet. Raw

'scores are compared to norms tables. Hand scoring is estimated to

take about ten minutes per 'test. _Computer scoring is available.

4. Materials Required

A. .Locator test

B. Practice test

C. Test booklet

D. Two pencils

E. Answer sheet

F. Scoring'stencil

G. Examiner's manual

H. Norms tables

5. Appropriate Groups - Because the CAT is aimed at in-school age groups, muCh

of the item content at the lower level is for younger children. Thê_con-

tent of the upper levels is appropriate fdr high school age,persons. 'This

series could be used 4S a literacy test for almost arl clients whose vision

and writing skills permit taking it.

Technical Consideration's

A. Norm.Groups - National norms were develofedv-on over 177.1000 students

in grades-kindergaileff'through"grade 12.' -These students were tested

twice--in the fall ,of-1976 andqhe sprinrbf 1977. The sampling tech- '

niques are excellent and are destribed, in the test coordinator'g

handbook. In addition to ,no?Ms, the CAT is also based on criterion-

referenced material.

B. Reliability - The CAT hX three-types of reliability data: (fl internal

consistency (KR120) results, mostly in the .80's; (2)-test-retest*over a

two to three week period, mostly in the .70't; and (3) alternate forms,

six months, mostly in the ..60's. All of these results are very

accgptable.

fr,
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C. Validity There are two major sonrcw; of validity. I irst, the con-

tent of the CAT was based on a careful analysis of school subject
SeLund, reyressiunb dnd txuss-vd1)ddliun designs wall dlhet

tests yielded prolpsing results. The CAT now needs to be validated
against critra.sugh as school grades.

7. APA Level A

8. Sources of Information -.(earlier editicihs) MMY 4:kio; MMY 7:5; MMY 6:3;
MMY 5:2; MMY 4:2; Noll & Scannell, 164; Barnette1:54-58...

9. Available From CTB/McGraw-Hill

10. Comments - The CAT-442well developed, 'well, designed es't intende&for use
4

in education both as a student sflagnostic test and a an institution`pro-
'gram evaluation device. Its use with a rehabilitati n popula0on would
be to measure the basic literacy of an iridividual. frhe need for the loca-
'tor tests and, the recommended use of a practice test means that the user
Will have to carefully 'schedule the.client's time. Some of the item
content at tte lowerlevels ts too childish for adults. This test could
be best used when a thorough evaluation-of the literacy ,skills of a young
person are needed.

'14
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GRAY OPAI REAPING 11')1

1orm.., A, B, L, dnd

1. f;urpose The two major functions of this test are: "First, to provide'an

objective measure of growth in oral reading from early first. grade to col-

lege, and second., to aid in the diagnosis ot ora1 reading diffiLulties."

2. Firial Sicore - A grade 1 through 12 equivalent score-for or'al rea'cliwg is the-

only reported score.
,/

.

3. Description

A. Administration Yhe testing material is tndividually administe'red to

the examineemho.reads short passages aloud. The examtnee reads pas-

sages until he makes seven or more errors of two,p4ccessive passages.,

Following Me completion of each.passage the examinet is asked four

questions about the content of each. There are eight different types

of reading errors-for each passage. .The test takes about 20 minutes

to administer.

B. Content.- The 13 passages range in difficulty from grade 1 through

adult. Each passage is more difficult thah the preceding one.

C. Scoring --Each Passage is scored separately. The number of seconds

required to read each passage and the number of errors made in each

passage are combined according to a chart to produce a final passage

score. Passage scores are added to produce a total Passage Score. ,

4 Mater:ials Required 1

A. Booklet with reading passages

B. Manual

C. Record bdoklet

D. Stopwatch

5. Appropriate Groups,- Because the test contains a wide range of material

and is individually administeredOt is applicable for the minimally

literate as well'as highly literate persons.

Technical Considerations

A. Norm Groups - The test has. "tentative noi=ms" based on about 5004kale

,andfkmale students--ab9ut 40 in each grade 1 through 12.- Separate

norms for each sex are Oailable. The selectiog of the norm group

was not based on a systematic samOling design and is too small to pro-

vide.an adequate norm base.

B. Reliability - Reliability information is.given mainly, in terms-of

standard errors of measurement. These errors are very small as com-

pared mrith Other reading,tests. Equivalent form reliability is in

the high .90's. -7

20
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I.

C_ Validity The developer of the test bases his validity on the (ont4,nt,
i.e., the materiarused in the passages, and therefore doe,, not present

any empirical.evidence ot validity. .

)

7. APA Level - B

8. Sources of Information - MMY 6:84?.

9.,.Ava1lablb From - The Robbs-Merrill Company

M. Comments - The Gray is designed.to assess for oral reading level. _Although

not scored, the test presents clear defirlitions of readinv errns and en-
courages the use of behavioral observation and interpretation..'The majer

peoblem with the Gray is its lack of adequate norm grotips. In spite of
this major problem, the Gray is useful for le partial assessment of oral
reading skills.

,t
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NFLSON PINNY RI-APING Tle,T

form I and P

1. ,Purpose - This test is designed to assess the reading ability of high

school and college level students And adults, and can be us6d for screen-

ing, predicting academic success, and for a broad diagnosis of individual

reading problems.

Final Score - The test yields four final scores: (1):vocabulary, (2)

comprehension, (3) total, and (4) reading rate. Scores can be given in

percentiles; grade.equivalent scores, and standard scores.

(1q76)

3. Description

A. Administration - This pencil-and-paper test is group administered.

Under.normal test administration conditions, the test can be given

in about 35 minutes. When testing adults or college students, the

time limits under some conditions'can be reduced; this reduces the

,
total test administration time to between 25 and 30 minutes. A

separate answer sheet is used, The test is given under somewhat

speeded conditions.

B. Content 1 The test consists of two parts. The first is a 100 item

vocabular4test; the second is eight passages with 36 items about

these passages. All items are ftve alternative multiple-choice.

C, ibpring - There are four different answer sheets available: (1)

MRC answer cards for electronic scoring, (2) self-marking answer

sheets with a carbon center that eliminates the need for a separate

"Icoring key:(3) IBM answer sheets, and (4) Digitek answer sheets.

The last two can be used for either machine or hand scoring. The

manual does not contain any estimates of scoring time. However, the

self-scoring sheets should take Only a few minutes to score and can

be scored-by the client. Hand scoring with stencils on the IBM or

Digitek will take longer. Scores are entered on a profile sheet.

4. 'Materials Required

A. Test booklet

B. Answer shObt or card

C. Two pencils .

D. Scoring stencil

E. Profile sheet

F. Stopwatch

G. Clok0

4
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5. Appropriate Groups Because of the difficulty of the test items and the
use ot a_separate.answer .sheet, it is soyyested that the deviL.e only be
114;rd I or oliohtc who aro to,,I ,;oph0.,t I Ord and who I Ont i on at a I i irly

high level. The items- are academically oriented and, therefore, are biased
in favor of people with-middle-class backgrounds.

S.

6. rechnical.Considerations

A. Norm Groups The test ha's excellent norms based on a group of over
15,000 'high school students. This national sample is well defined.
College norms are,also available; however, the publisher clearly
warns the reader that these are not based on a random sample. (It
is the reviewer's opinion,that the college norms are more complete
than the qorms of many tests that claim to have been based on national
random samples.) Adult norms for the shortened administration time
are also available. Separate norms are given for high school grades
9 through 12 and college freshman through senior.

B. Reliability - Alternate form reliabilitles, range from .54 to .91. --

Split-half reliability estimates using the Spearman-Brown-formula
range from .81 to .98.- The aiternate form reliabilities are accept-
able; the high split-half estimates reflect the formula used and
the 1Peeded condition of the test. Standard.error of measurement
data are.also provided.

Validity - Some validity,data are contained in the manual--correlaT
tions with specific course grades and overall GPA, intercorrelations
of tests scales on test-retest study, and correlations with two other
achievements tests are available. These results provide some good
evidence for the overall validity of the test.

APA Level - A

8. Sources of Information - MMY 8:735; (earlier editions) MMY 6:800; MMY
4:544; Horrocks anib Schoonover, 1'64-165.

9. Available From - Aoughton Mifflin

10. Convents - The instrument is well designed, thoroughly researched, and
adequately normed. It can be used for investigating the reading,level
of tlients who are considering future education or training which requires
traditional academic skills.



iiABODY INDIVIDUAI ACHIIVIMINT TIT (MAI)

1. Purpose - The PIAT is intended to "provide a wide Onge,.screening measure

of school achievement in the areas of mathematics, reading, spelling, and

general information."

2. Final Score - The test yields six final scores: (I) mathematics, ,(2) read-

ing recognition, (3) reading comprehension, (4) spelling, (5) general

information,.and (6) total.

3. Description

A. Administration - The PIAT is individually administered in from 30 to

40 minutes. None of the five sub-tests (corresponding to scores one

through five above) are timed; items are prçsented orally and the

examinee responds b); Selecting the appropri te word, number, or

illustration from the Our-altOpatives.

B. Content - Items for all tests are multiple-choice. Eighty-four.items

are contairled in each sub-test: Mathematics; Reading Recognition;

Reading ComprehenSion; Spelling; and General Information. The items

are contained in two flip-books.

C. Scoring -"Sub-tests are scored according to the number of cbrrect

items between a basal (five consecutive correct responses) and a

ceiling (five errors in seven consecutive responses). Scores are

converted into a variety of norms (grade scores, percentile ranks,

age scores, and standard scores). Results are plotted on a profile

sheet. .

Materials Required

A. Test booklets

B". Manual

C. Individual record booklet

5. Appropriate Groups - Because the RIAT is administered orally, it is apprO-

priate for people who cannot*ite. The wide range of items and the ver-

satility 'of test administration makes the test useful for individuals

having a kindergarten through twelfth grade achievement level. Since the

test is individually administered, it can be used for people who do not .

perform well on group tests for emotional, cultural, or intellectual

reasons.

6. Technical Considerations'
It

A. Norm Groups - The PIAT was normedcOn 200 boys and girls in each grade

(kindergarten through 12), a totWof about 3,000 students in all. ,

These students were lelected from different geographical regions. The

manual clearly describes the sources and characterittics of the samples.

.24



B. Reliability - Test-retest reliabilities tor the ,,ub-te,,t% range be-
tween .52 and .94 mosl, are well within the aLceptable range. ihe
total tect ticorec have (oeffi( ient% ranging from Al.,' to q:

C. Validity -1-Content.and coCicurrent validity data are presented. Care-
ful item analysis and selectionsprocedures were.used to assure the
content validity ot the items. Concurrent validity is given in terms
of correlations with othe-r achievement and intelligence tests.

7. APA Level - B

8: Sources of Information MY 8:24; MMY 7:17; Bolton, 93.

9. Available From American Guidance Service

10. Comments - The PIAT could be used in evaluation facilities for testing
clients who are resistant to group tests'and as a possible method for
establishing rapport with a client who is suspicious or hostile of test-
ing. The PIAT could also'be used as an opportunity to make behavioral
obs&vations of a clinical nature. It is this reviewer's opinion that
the PIAT deserves the widespread use it has received.

25
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IISTS 01 ADUll (IASI(' F DUCATION (1A111)

'1 1 eve I . M. P (1076)

I. Purpose '-.This series of tests is designed to measure an adult's literacy

skills in the areas ot reading, mathematics, and lcIngliage. tVAOrding to

the manuals, the TABF can he oced for ceveral purposec to'assess achieve-

ment in basic skills; to identify areas of weakness in these skills; and

to measure growth in these skill§ after instruction.

2. Final Score - The TARE yields several final scores. Level E contains six

scores: total reading (combined from vocabulary and comprehension scores)

and total mathematics,(combined from computation and concepts and problems

scores). Levels M and D give eight scores: total reading (combined from

vocabulary and comprehension scores); total mathematics (combined Irom

computation and concepts and problems)i Mechanics and expression and.spell-

ing. (Thesd last two scores are,the language part of the testl) In addi-

tion, all levels give a total battery score. Scores are reported as scale

scores and grade equivalent scores.

3. Description

A. Administration,- The TABE series is a group administered pencil-and-

paper test.with separate test booklets for each level. The three

levels, the approximate grade equivalent, and total estimated adminis-

*(tration times are as follows:

Level

E (Easy)

M (Medium)

D (Difficult)

Grade Equivalent

2.5-4.9

4.5-6.9

6.5-8.9

Total Administration Time

2 hours 7 minUtes

3 hours 29 minutes

3 hours 11 minutes

All tests are timed except a Level E vocabulary test which is read by

the examiner. In order to determine what test level the client should

take, a combination practice exercise and locator test (20 vocabulary

and 18 mathematics multiple-choice items) is gven first. Answers are

made on a separate answer sheet or in the test booklet.

B. Content - Most test items are multiple-choice with four or five alter-

rlatives. Other items require a true or'false answer. Each of the

three levels is composed of sub-tests, for example, Level M contains

the following ten tes.ts and item numbers: vocabulary-40 items;. com-

prehension-42 items; computation-48 items; fractions-20 iterh; con-

ceptss-25 items; problems-15 items; capita1ization-38-1tems; punctuation-

42-items; expression-29 items; and spelling-32 items.

C. Scoring - The test may be sCored in three wOys. If answers have been

narked in the test booklet, an answer key is 'used. An§wer sheet§ are

scored using overlay scoring stencils. Special answer sheets on

which "the marked responses show up on a .concealed key on the.inside

of the answer sheet" are the third way of scoring.. Conversion tables
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are uced to give grade equivalent and %colt' 4orc%. It i% e',timoted
that oring tokw, under ten minute'. per VXdMillee. Nu Jnai Ut 111i1

available.

4. Required

A. Prac ice exercise mid loytor test

B. lest booklet

C. Answer sheets 1

D. Two pencils'

0
E. Examiner's manual

F. Scoring stencil

5. Appropriate Groups - The TABE is intended'for use by edults in adult edu-
catión programs. Special- care was given to make all the items fnee of
cultural bias and to make-the content appropriate for adults. Because
the TABE is a literacy test, reading level is not appropriate. Because
oral Communication is required for Level E, the test would have to be
modified for-deaf persOns. Otherwise,,visual acuity. and the ability,to
use thcanswer sheet are eequired.

6. Technical Considerations

A. Fkmrri Groups - The TABE norms are based equating the TABE with the 1970
,

edition of the California Achievement Tests: Both tests were admin-
istered 'to 18,183 students in grades 2 through 9 in 36 States.

B. Reliability - Internal consisten0 (KR-20) reliabilities for each
leyel and forM are in the .80's and .90's. Test-retest reliabilfties
range from .60 to .85. These estimates are ifery adequate.

C. Validity - The only real validity information compares TABE results
with passing or failing the GED test%inyhich the TABE proved to
accuratelipredict GED results. Ihis sfngle study, while encouraging,
does not establish the TABE as a thoroughly validated test.

7. APA Level - A,

8. Sources of Information - MMY 8:33; (earlier editions) MMY 7:32.

9. 'Available Fro:6_- CTB/MtGOaw-Hill

10., Comments - The TABE appears to be-a well designed, well developed test 'for
assessing the basic literacy skills required by an adult. The use of the
locator test provideean excellent method'for determining the appropriate

, level.

a
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Int) odlictory Iii i nr
(Ign/)

,

1. Purpose - The "Whs designed to measure a large number of personality

charaderisti(s in whi(h normal individual; vary." The manual sees the

a; hving uk,etill in counwling, prediction, and research.

2. Final Store - The EPI provides measures ot 53 specific personality V(W--

iables. These final scores are presented in percentiles. The scales and

the booklets conthining each scale is as follows:

'a) Booklets IA and IR. 14 scores: plans anrorganizes things, intel-

lectually oriented, persistent, .self-confident, has cultural interests,

enjoys being the center of attention, carefree, conforms, is A leader,

kind,to others, worries about making a good impression on others, 5eeks

new experientes, likes to-be alone, interested in the behavior of

others.

b) Booklet 2. 11 scores: anxious about his performance, avoids facing

problems, is a perfettionist, absentminded, sensitive to criticism,

likes a set routine, wants sympathy, avoids arguments, conceals his

feelings, easily influenced, feels,misunderstood.
S.

c);Booklet 3. 15 scores: motiliated to succeed, impressed by status,

desires recognition, plans work efficiently, cooperative, competitive,

articulate, feels.superior, logical, assumes responsibility, self-

centered, makes friends easily, independent in his opinions, is a

hard worker, neat in dress.

d) Booklet 4. 13 scores: seif-critical, critical o thers, active,

talks about himself, becomes angry, helps 'othe car ful about his

possessions, understands himself, considerate epthident, shy, informed

, about current affairs, virtuous.

3. Description

A. 'Administratfon - This pencil-and-paper tett is untimed and can be

administered to either individuals or grbups. A fbpaiAate answer sheet

is used. The manual estimates that each booklet can be completed in'

aboq, 40 minutes. However, some rehabilitation clients may take

longer. Because the 4nstructions for all booklets are the same, it

is "possible to administer different booklets simultaneously in a

kgroup etting." (Because booklets 1A and 18 are alternate forms, only

one of the two is administered; in actual usage, four separate book-

.
lets are given.)

,

B. 'Cqntent - Each of the five bookleti contain 300 items; the number of

items on each scale ranges from 10 to,58. All items are written in

the same style: (1) begin with "He," (2).a verb, and (3) describes

a,eehavior or characteristic of that person (e.g., "He plans his work

carefully")., The examinee responds with a true or false answer.

The instructions ask the examinee to describe himself as he believes

persons closest to htm see him.
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C. Scoring Tests may he either hand or mach.ine scored, lhere ore two
hand scoring Me t hmk: (1 ) spl f-s( or I'm an,,wor ,,heet w th ( 'whorl
irkert and (?) an IBM answer sheet Olth scoring st (41(11 A .opAr,ito
onuwer sheet-ts needed tor each booklet.. S,coring time tor all tour
booklets is estimated to be 20 minutes. In hand scoring, norm tables
are dsed to codvert raw, scores into percentiles.

4. Materials Required

A. Four test,booktets

B. Four anUer sheets

C. Pencils

D. Administration manual

E. Scoring stencils
.

.

5. Appropriate Groups - While the EPI manual contains nd estimate,of the ,

reading level required, this reviewer estimates that a'sixth grade level
of comprehension is required. The examine% must alu be able to use a
separate answer sheet. The EPJ is designe0(for "normal"; therefore, it
should not be used to diagnose persons with,severe psychological or emo-
tional problems. The large number of sciles4'make the EPI useful lor
pinpointing a particular behavior problem.

,

6. Te hnical Considerations

A. Norm Groups - The EPI was normed on 211 male and 338 female students
at the'University of Washington and on 111 male and 163 female Seattle
high school juniors. Mo national norms or special groups exist. The '

following percentild norms are available in the manual: male and
female college students'and male and female high school students.

B. Reliability - Kudèr-Richardson 20 (internal consistency) values for
the 53 scales were calculated;.these range from .69 to .95-with most
being in the .80's. Alternate form reliabilities using Booklets IA

, and 1B between .60 and .86 were found,. Whi)e these are adequate, the
manual contains no 464 on test-retest.reliability. However, the
scales must be considered,very homogeneous.

C. 4alidity - The manua] contains no.validit); data.

7. APA Level -,C

8. Sources of Information - MMY 7:73; Cronbach, 557.

9. Available From - Science Relearch Associates

,10. Comments - The large naber of scales,that are at least to some degree
behaviorally orientated make the EPI appealing to the evaluator who wlshes
to pinpoint tehavior/personality problems in a relatively 'tnormal" client.
In this Ontext the EPI. could be used as & measure of success in counieling
or in work adjustment programs. Some women may have problems'relating to

Iv
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the use of the word "he" iri\eVery item. The problems in using the IP!

are mostly technicalthe 0,0 has a totally inadequate norm base and

sttontains not even a hint ot validity ddLd. Any user ut Ltii Le:A. mut

'carefullY weigh these severe limitations (against its-gotential use.

4,4,407
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FDWARDS Pi itt;ONAI Mil I ii NCF (;ClIf DM 11":,)

1. Purpose - The TPPS "was designed as an instrument for ri,si,arch and coun-
seling purposes, to provide quick and convenient measures of a number of
relatively independent normal personality variables." Ihe selection Ot
these variables is basedoii-Ihe list of manifest needs developed by
H. A. Murrey and others.

r.

Final Score - The EPPS provides measures of the following personality
variables: (1) achievement, (2) deference, (3) order, (4) exhibition,
(5) autonomy, (6) affiliation, (7) intraception, (8) succorance, (9)
dominance, (10) abasement, (11) nurturance, (12) change, (13) endurance,
(14) heterosexuality,'and (15) aggression. Final sCores are given in ,

percentiles.

3. 'Description .

A. Administration - This pencil-and-paper test can be individually or .

group administered. The EPPS is not timed. The manual states that
mast college students can finish the test in '50 minutes. The.time
may be longer for rehabilitation clients. A separate answer sheet
is used.

B. Content - The-test contains 225 items; each forced-choice ttem con-
tains two steements and the examinee selects the statement that best

.describes him. All of the statements begim with "I"; most use the
verb "like" (e.g., "I like to help my friends when they are in .

trouble."). Items.have been carefully constructed to minimize the'
influence,of social desirability.

C. Scoring - Scoring is either by hand or machine. Raw tcores4or each
of these 15 scedes are converted to percehtiles, Ind these are pre-
sented in profile fashion., Special self-scoring answer sheets are
used for hand scoring. An IBM answEr sheet and scoring stencils'can
also be used. Scoring time Should be less than ten minutes. .

4. Materials Required

A:, Test booklet

B. Answer sheet

C. Pencils

D. Manual

E. Scoring stencils

5. Appropriete Groups - The EPPS yas developed for college students and
adults; therefore, it has a fairly high reading le el. The instrument
Is designed for normaT persons and is not appropri te for use with
severely disturbed clients. A ffir amount of test sophistication is

's necessary to use the separate answer-sheet.
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6. le( hn i( al Cons t i ons

A, Nvim Iho III", vhr, noimwd on thn tollowinq grouln.. (11 ihn

mal,,e college students, (2) 749 female college students, (3) 4,031

adult males, and (4) 4,93? adult females. The sample characteristics

and sampling plan for these groups are not clearly defined-.

B. Reliability The manual report,. ;plit-half mild test-retest reliabil-

itis for each scale.
relialvilities range from .60 to

.87; test-retest from .74 to .86. Considering the small number of

items in each stale, these reliabilities are quite acceptable.

.C. Validity - The manual reports little validity data,, except for a few

corre'lations with other personality tests. It should be mentioned

that the EPPS has been used in a wide variety of research studies

and that the author of the EPPS has not revised his manual to include

this new material.

APA Level - C

8. Sources of Information MMY 8:542; MMY 7:72; MMY 6:87; MMY 5:47; Anastasi,

510-513, 518, 519; Cronbach, 551, 557; Pauion, 329-330; Horrbcks and

Schoonover, 405-411; Maloney and Ward, 328; ThOrndike and Hagen, 6871

Super-sand Crites, 537-555.

9. Available From -.The Psychological Corporation

10. Comments - The EPPS was designed for counseling 'essentially normar

dents and the instrument is adequate if used for this purpose. The high

, reading level required for its successful completion may hinder its use .

for mariy clients.
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MINNFSOTA MULTIPHASIC PERSONALITY INUNTORY (MMPI)

Individual lorm, Old Ciroup Iohn, Now (;roup Ionn (IW)

I. Purpose - The MMPI "is designed o provide an objective assessment of
some of the the major personality characteristics that affect personal
and social adjustment. The point of view determining the importance of
a trait in this case is that of the.clinical . . . worker who wishes to
assay those traits that are cOmmonly'tharacteristic of disabling psy-
chologital abnormality."

2. 'Final Score - The instrument contains ten clinical scaleS: (1) hypo-
chondriasis, (2) depreSsion, (3) hyste-ria, (4) psychopathic deviate,
(5) masculinity-feminity, (6) paranoia, (7) psychasthenic, (8) schizo- ,

phrenia, (9) hypomania,. and (10) social. In addition, there are three
validation scales.. Results are presented in scale scores and are also
plotted.

3. Description

A. Administration - The device is available in three separate formats:
.(1) the Individual Form consists of a box cOntaining 550 statements
printed separately on small cards. The examinee sits at a table and ,

sorts each statement into true or false'piles. (2) The Old Group
Form ("The Booklet Form") is a 566 item paper-and-pencil test using
a separate answer sheet'and a booklet containing the items. (3) The
New Group Form ("Form R") uses the first 309 ttems of the Old Group
Form to produce the basic scores; this form presents the items An a
lap-book with Step-down pages. A separate'answer sheet is used. .For

both group forms, the client responds by marking the items "true" or
"false." The test is bntimed; administration time varies between

.

45 to 90 m'inutes. The MMPI can be administered individually or in
groups.

B, Content - Each item contains a brief statement about a personal
characteristic, personality trait, feeling, habit, etc. The ,exam-

inee marks each answer as being true ar false.

Scoring -Scoring.may be done by hand or machine. Because of the
number of scales and the availability of computer interpretation,
machine scorinOS recommended. For hand scoring one key is used
for each scale; raw scores are converted with the appropriate norm
tables to T scores. Profile plotting and coding are also
Hand scoring time is estimated to take About 45 minutes.

4. 'Materials Reguireil (for booklet forms)

A. Booklet

B. Answer sheet

C. Two pencils

. D. Manual
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I. . Handbook

I. Atla

G. Scoring keys

H. Record sheets

J. Appropriate Groups - According to the manual, clients 16 years or older

with a sixth grade reading level can be expected to complete the MMPI

without difficulty. Because of the nature of some of theoitems, the

examiner should determine beforehand whether the instebment is appro-

priate. The MMPI should not be routinely given to all clients.

6. Technical 9Onsiderations

A. MOrm Groups - Orfginally, ttie MMPI .vilas developed by contrasting

scores of about 700 "normalu'adults with 800 carefully studied

clinical cases.

B. Reliability - The manual presents the rftults of three test-retest

reliability investigations. Scale scores ranged from..46 to .91,

with most of the coefficients in the .70's. i

C. Validity - The predictive validity of the MMPI. was originally

determined by cowparing it with clinical diagnosis. More than

60% of the eases were successfully predicted. Since that time ,

entire volumes have been written on the MMPI. The research evidences

available on the MMPI is too massive to be summarized,here.

7. APA Level - C

8. Sources of Information - MMY 8:616;,MMY 8:4;7; MMY 8:618; RMY 8:619; MMY

8:620; MMY 8:621; RMY 8:622; MMY 8:623; MMYr8:624; MMY 7:104; MMY 7:105;

MMY 7:106; MMY 7:107; MMY 7:108; MMY 7:109; MMY 6:143; MMY 5:86; MMY 4:71;

MMY 3:60; Anastasi, 497-504, 521; Barnette, 83-85, 95-99, 167-174, 209-

211; Bolton, 111-112; Cronbach, 527-548; Guion, 315-316; Jackson &,Mes-.

524426, 548, 5§3; Maloney I Ward, 26-27, 311-313, 331-343; Super &

Crites, 520-537; Thorndike & Hagen,404-407.

9, Available From - The Psychological Corporatton,

10. Cbmments - The MMPI has' a long history of being a:valuableand trusted

tOol in the diagnosis of "abnormal" behvior. Graduate training in

psychology and in the use of the MMPI is necessary before the examiner

can use the test. The MMPI is often used when the professional suspects
thilt a client may have a serious psychological problem.

^
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1... Purpose The.16PF is intended to provide "the most complete coverage of
personality possible in a brief.testing time.' Form F, is a new low
literate form "for use with persons of limited educational dnd (.ultural
background." The factors measured by Form L are the same ds those
measured by other 16PF.forms.

.k.,
.

2. Final Scbre - Scores are given on 16 bipolar primary factors: (1)
reserved - outgoing, (2) less - more intelligent, (3) affected by
feelings , emotionally stable, (4) humb)e assertive, (5) sober -

happy-go-lucky, (6) expedient conscientious, (7) shy - venturesome,
(8) tough tender-minded, (9) trusting suspicious, (10) practical -

T

ima inative,.(11) forthright'r shrewd, (1) self-assured 7 apprehensive,
(13 conservative - experimentary,-(14) group dependent - self-sufficient,,
(15 undisciplined Self - conflift-controlled, and (16) relaxed ,- tense.
In addit4in, there are six second-order factors: (1) adjustment -
anxiety, (2) introversion - extroversion, (a) tender-minded emotionally
alert poise, (4) subduedness - independence, (5) naturalness - discreet-
ness, and (6) cool realism - prodigal, subjectivity. The profile sheet

rc Provides space for scoring and plottfhg the 16 primary factors. Scores
are reported'in standard ten scores (sten).

3. Description

Administration Form E can be administered either to individuals or
.

to groups. The test is untimed and the manual contains no estimate
of the average completion time. Answers are recorded on a separate 411

sheet. -The developer estimates that a thifd or fourth grade reading
level is required; a tape recorded version can be used for those
reading below.the third grade level.

B. Content - The 16PF contains 128 forced-choice items such as "would
you rather play baseball or go fishing." The person select the

/ activity, feeling, preference, etc. that he would rather do or be. -

Scoring - The test can be hand scored with a clear plastic key.
Raw scores are fbund for each of the 16 scales; these.are converted
to stens.using the appropriate norms tables. Results are plotted
either on the back of the answer sheet or on a separate profile ,

sheet. Computer scoring isalso available.

4. Materials Required

A. Test booklet

B. Answer sheet

C. Pencils

D. Test manual'
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L. Scoring stencil

I. Kindhook for interpretation

G. Profile sheet (optional)

5. Appropriate Groups The 16PF can be readily used to assess persons with

low reading skill,s in Inglish. The items are printed in large type and

placed in an easy to read format. The taped version of the test could

extend its use to persons who are illiterate and those with visual handi-

caps. A highly educated person may be able to "see through" the item

content, thus making,the 16PF easy to fake.

6. Technical Considerations 4

A. Norm Groups = Separate norms are on males and femallt ages 14-20 and

21-29, prison inmates, schizophrenics, males and females with severe

hearing losses, and culturany disadvantaged males. Because ma'hy of

the sample characteristics, tncluding sample size, are not given in

the manual, the adequacy of the samples Cannot be judged.

Reliability - Internal consistency estimates are given for each of

the 16 scales--correlations range from -.12 to .71. The reliabi.lity

of this form of the 16PF has not been firmli established. Tr data

reported in the manual are somewhat disappointing.

C. Validity - Validity is based on construct validity with pure factor

scores and with a factor analysis of Items. These results provide .

some good evidence that the 16PF contains scales that are independent

'of each other.

a

7. APA Level - C.

8. Sources of Information - MMY 8:679; (earlier editions) MMY 7:139; MMN

6:174; MMY 5:112; MMY 4:87; Anastasio 509-510; Barnette, 180-185; Bolton,

113-114; Cronbach, 559; Guiow, 320; Thorndike & Hagen, 690.

9. Available From - Institute for Personality and Ability lesting

10. Comments - This form of the 160 will provide the userwith a tool to-

assess many common personality traits.,in persons.with low literacy skills.

Considering high reading level of many personality tests, the literacy

level alone is a positive,itint for the 16PF. Because the technical

aspects of the test need do tionaT clarification, the form should be

used with caution.
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1. Purpose , "The WEPS is designed to measure a personality construct, 'bu-
reaucratic orientation,'* which reflects a commitment to the sel of
attitudes, values, and behaviors that, drc characieristically fosiered
and rewarded by bureaucratic organizations." lhe title of the test is
somewhat misleading--the WEPS measures only the personality construct
of accepting work in a bureaucracy.

2. Final Score - The WEPS gives one final score in percentile form.

3. Description

A. Administration - The WEPS:is a self-administering pencil and paper test
in which the person marks the answers on the test sheet. Although not
specifically stated in the manual, the test can be administered to in-
dividuals or grbups in a maximum time of 10 minutes (the WEPS is
untimed).

B. Content - The 24items cbnsist of statements which the examinee.re-
ponds to by use of a five choice Likert Scalc (strongly agree, agree,
undecided, disagree, and sstrongly disagree).

C. Scoring - The WEPS is scored by hand and no stencil, etc. is needed.
The eest administrator simply totals the weights assigned to each
alternative and records its raw score number. A percentile score
is given; there are several norm groups.

4. Materials Required

A. Test sheee

Bs. Pencils

C. Manual
N.77... PI

a.

5: Appropriate Groups - Because the sentence structure is fairly complex and
the vocabulary level of the items is high, the user will have to read at
about the tenth grade level. The instrument could be used for clients who
are considering jobs in organizations having a bureaucratic outlook. It
could also be used as a vocationally orientated measure of a person's 4

. attitudes toward authority.

6. Technical Considerations sr

A. Norm Groups - The WEPS has norms .on a variety of student and worker
groups of.both'sexes, some of these are: male,and female high school
and college students, Army ROTC, foremen, salesmen, mental hospital

*Within the context of this test, "bureaUcratic" refers to a particular type
of organization structure found most commonly in industry, government, the
military, and education.
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employees, and three typr of puhti( ',(hoot admini\fsrator%. the ',a-mph%

sizes appear adequate, hut the :,ample!, are not dworihed 11) enouuh

detail for thr reviewer h) fudge thrir reprw,entativenw,',

B. Reliability - Two types of reliability data are reported in the manual:

first, internal consistency measures-on four groups are: .83, .84,

.89, and .91. Second, test-retest reliability studies review a cor-

relation of .82 for a short timw pprtod and .6', atter lh months. For

an instrument with only ?4 items, thew coefficient% are acceptable.

C. Validity - The manual presents considerable validity data in the formf

of correlations with scals on other personality tests as well as

attitude scales on authoritarian-km, dogmatism, etc. Validity data

based on peer ratings, lwrtormance ratings, and other criteria are

given. Taken as a whole, the data presentS the WEPS as being a valid

instrument.

7. APA Level A
a). go

8. iSources of Information - MMY 8:712

9. Available From The Psychological Corporation

10. ipments - The WEPS is designed to assess one "personalily trait"--the

Ability to work 1n a bureaucratic environment. This trait should he

considered'when 'assessing people for positions which commonly occur in

highly structured organizations. The major problems in using the WEPS

are the high reading level and the lack of enough information to judge

the adequacy of the norms': However, the validation data indicate that

the instrument has peoven useful -in many situations.

1-
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MTN( TAIR 1N1111 IGENCT TIST (IPAl OP CAM!! )

Scales 2 and 1; Forms A and 11 (

I. Purpose - The IPAT is designed. to "measure individual intelligence in a
manner designed to reduce, as much as possible, the influence of verbal
fluency, cultural climate, and educational level."

2. Hnal Score - A single final intelligence score is given both in per-
centile and normalized standard score I.Q.

3. Description

A. Administration - This pencil-and-paper test can be group or indi-
vidually administered in about 30 minutes. Forms A and B have
tdentical formats and both are administered in succession. The four
IPAT tests in each form are timed and examtnees m'ay mark their
answers in the test booklets or on separate sheets. Scale 2 is
designed for ages 8.through 13 and average adults; Scale 3 for ages
10 through 16 and superior adults. No reading is required. Op-
tional tape recorded administrations are available for Scale 2.
A Spanish edition is also available.

B. Cohtent - Scales 2 and 3 have four sub-tests: (1) series in which
_the examinee completes a sequence of four drawings by choosing one
-4rom five options, (2) classifications in which he selects one of
five drawings different from the rest, (3) matrices in which he
selects a drawing to complete a matrix, and (4) conditions in which
he seleets from among five drawingsW overlapping geometric figures
the one in which one or two dots coujd be placed to fit the sped-
fications of a model,

Scoring - It is estimated that the booklets can be hand scored in
about five minutes. If separate answer sheets are used in testing,
'tencils are used for scoring. The raw scores for both forms are
added together and these are totaled to produce a single raw score.
Conversion tables are used to give the final score. Machine scoring
is available for Scale 2.

CI

4. Materials Required

A. Test booklets

B. Pencils

C

1r
swer sheet -(optional)

D. topwatch

Scoring stencilsu
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Appropriate Groups The Culture lair Intelligente lests were intended

to measure the intellectual level ot persons who ( annot take verbal

testing material. Studies have demonstrated that this Lest. Can he :wk.

cesstuily administered Lu 4.11:..advant1iged,
dpdf, tither.,

who are culturally., physically, or mentally different.,. It has been

used with many non-English language groups.

6. Technical Considerations

A. Norm Groups - Scale 2 Wos normed on "4,328 males told females sampled

from various regions of the United States and Britain. Scale 3

norms are based on 3,140 cases, consisting of American high,chool

students . . . and young adults in a stratified job sample.q5 The

manual does not contain an adequate description of the standardiza-

tion samples or how they were selected or tested.
1

B. Reliability - The manual gives "average reliabilities across samples"

for each scale. While these averages are accèptabie, much more in-

formation is needed before Ike reader can-adequately judge the

reliability of the tests. tm

C.' Validity - Validity, presented in terms of correlations with other

tests of general.intelligence, are quite high. However, studies

predicting academic performance and school achievement yield much'

lower correlations coefficients.

7. ARA Level,- B

8. Sources of Information - MMY 8)184; MMY 6:453; MMY 5:343; MMY 4:300;

Anastasi, 289-291; Cronbach, 277; Thorndike & Hagen, 666.

9. Available From -,Institute for Personality and Abilityl Testing

10. Comments - This measure of general intellience is very useful in the

'evaluation setting. Because it does not depend to any great extent on

culturally loaded material,-the test can be used with a number of people

whO would otherwise be difficult to test. The major problem is the lack

of information in the manual on the technical aspects of the test making

it difficult to-judge the value of the test.
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PlAROPY PI1 TUR1 VMARHIARY (PPM)

Form.. A and R ( 1 (

Purpose - The PPVT is "designed to provide an estimate of a subject's
verbal intelligence. through measuring his lumring vocabulary." According
to the manual, At can he used AS A cliffical tool with "stinnreadere sprech
impaired, cerebral palsied, autistic, and partially sighted" persons.

? Final Score - The single raw score can be converted into: (1) mental aqe,
(2) intelligence quotients, and (3) percentiles.

N3 Description

A. Administration This untimed test is individually administered in
between 10 and 15 minutes. The directions and the items are read
to the examinee, who points to the correct item on each plate. The

. .examiner reads each item aloud for the Form A or Form B answer sheet;
both forms use the same set of illustrations.

B. Content The test contains 150 items. Each item contains four
separate illustrations of people or objects. The items are arranged '

in order of difficulty. Noe all items are administered to each ex-
aminee; the test is started'at different points depending upon the
age of the examinee.

C. Scoring - Picture numbers as indicated by.the subject are written on
the Individual Test Record by the, administrator. Incorrect responses
are recorded by drawing a line through the geometric figures corre-
sponding to the chronological number'. The score is the number of
correct items between the basal level (eight correct consecutive
responses) and a ceiling level (six errors in eight items). All
tests are scored by hand.

4. Materials Required

A. Book of plates

B. Test manual

C. Individual test scoring record

D. Pencil

Appropriate Groups - The PPVT is fiesigned to be used with persons who
cannot read or write. The wide T.ange of items makes it a useful measure
for 'testing almost the entire range of intelligence. The PPVT can be
used with people who do not perform well on group tests for emotional,
culturalphysical, or intellectual reasons. However, the. manual states
that the test is designed for persons under 18.
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6. Technical Con.:ideration.,

1 Norm Gronp The PPVT Wac standardiied nn 4,01? cricec ranging in

age from two to 18 years. lhe subjects wete white Lhildien and youth

in the Nashville, Tennessee area. No adult norms are available.

H. Reliability Alternate form reliability coefficients range from .67

to .84. Test-retest and alternate form studios have been conducted

in regular classroom students, mentally retarded persons, physically

handicapped s'tudents, deaf, and emotional.ly disturbed students.

These coefficients are all very acceptable.

C. Validity - The manual lists summaries of numerous studies which

validated the PPVT against other intelligence tests, school out-

comes, etc. The subjects for tfiese studies were usually special

\
educationsand/or handicapped students. The results indicate that

the .PPVT has a good degree of empirical validity.

7. APA Level - B

8. Sources of Information - MMY 8:222; MMY 7:417; MY 6:530; Anastasi, 285;

Bolton, 69; Cronbach, 254.

9 Availablg From -.American Guidance Service

10. Comments - The PPVT is designed to give a single measure of verbal in-

telligence in a short period of time. The test is well constructed and

the,validity data is very encOuraging. Because of its format and admin-

istration procedures, it can be used with a wtde range of disabilities.

From a rehabilitation point of view, the major limitation of the PPVT

is the lack of adult nbrms.

4,e
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RIVISID RITA IXAMINATION

Second rdition Reta II

1. Purpose - The Beta II is "designed to.measure the general intellectual
ability of persons who Are relatively illiterate, non-Inglish speaking,
or suspected of having other language difficulties. It can also be used
as a nonverbal measure for members ot the general population.", It must
be pointed out that the Beta II is a complete and thorough revision of
the previous editions of the Revised Beta Examination.

2. Final Score -*The Beta II yields a single 'intelligence score which can
be presented either as a% T.Q. or a percentile score.

3. Description

A. Administration - The test can be either group or individually ad-
ministered; group administration takes about 30 minutes. Prior to
each of the'six sub-tests, the test administrator reads the instruc-
tions and monitors tfte completion of the practice exercises. Ali

answers are recorded in the test booklet; there is no second answer
sheet. Spanish instructions are contained in the manual.

Content - The Beta II contains six sub-tests.: (1) mazes - 5 items;
(2) coding 7 90 items; (3) paper form boards - 18 items; (4) picture-

. completion - 20 items; (5) clerical checking - 56 items; and (6)
picture absurdities - 21 items. All tests are highly speeded.

.1N

C. Scoring,- The Beta II is hand scored with a stencil. A separate
raw score is obtained for each sub-test. After the raw scores are
converted to weighted scores, the six weighted scores are added to
give a total score, which is then converted into a single I.Q. and/
or percentile score. Scoring should take about five minutes.

4. Material Required

A. Test booklet

B. Pencils

C. Administration manual

D. Scoring stencil

E. Enlargement of paper form board practice problems

Appropriate Groups - The test appears to be very appropriate for the groups
for which it was designed--persons.who are nonliterate or semiliterate
in written English. The test does not require reading, however, the
examinVe must be able to hold a pencil, have enough dexterity to trate:
mares, fill in missing parts on pictures, print numbers, and make "X't."
The Spanish directions also increase the potential usefulness and range
of the test. The Beta II is intended for use with a general adult
group. "However, the ceiling of the examination is nodt high, and it'
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does not di.fferentiate as well among excpetionallv able examinees'a.,

it does among those of lower ability."

6. Technical Consideratiops

A. .
Norm Groups The test was standardized on a national stratified
sample of 1-,050 persons between the ages of 16 and 64. Sex, racial

composition, occupation, and geographic region WerP cow,hicred. ihe

sampling plan WdS well thought out and all samples are described

in detail. Norms are available on seven age groups: (1) 16-17,

(2) 12-19, (3) 20-24,. (A) 25-34, (5) 35-44, (6) 45-54, and (7) 55-64.

B. Reliability - A test-retest-correlation of .84 over a three week

interval was found. While this is adequate, the Beta II manual

shoUld contain additional reliability data.

Validity - The manual attempts to establish the validity of the
Beta II in two ways. First, correlations between the first Beta

edition and the Beta II were established. Because these were high

(.84 and .93), it is assumed that validity studies established for
the first edition would apply to the Beta II. This indirect process

of validation must be replaced by more direct procedures.. Second,

correlations between Beta II and WAIS I.Q.'s are given for two age
groups--18 to 19 and 35 to 44. Full scale I.Q.'s correlated .64

and .66 with the Beta II.

7. APA Level - A

8. Sources of Information - (earlier editions) MMY 6:494, MMY 3:259.

9. Available From - The Psychological Corporation

10. 'Comments - This complete revision of the Beta resulted in a general non-

verbal intelligence test that can be wiqely used in evaluation. The norm

base is current and adequate and test administration procedure considers'

that persons with little (positive) experience with testing will be given

the Beta II. The Beta II has good potential if the reliabilitydand

validity are more firmly established through further research.
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SRA PIUTOPIAI !OWNING HSI (PRI)

Self ',coring Idition

1. Purpose - The .PRT is a test of "General ability
. . . developed empir-

ically to minimi7e differences across major American cultural subgroup
It is used to "measure the learning potential of individuals from diverso
backgrounds with reading difficulties, whose potential for training and
employment cannot be reliably and validly measured by verbal instruments."

2. Final Score - A single final score is given in percentiles.

3. Description

A. Administration The PRT is a group administered pencil-and-paper test
in which the administrator reads the directions to the examinees. The
test contains ten practice items and gives the reasons why each item
should be marked as it is. The test can be given either as timed (15
minutes) or untimed. Because the test is designed to provide "maximum
cultural fairness" with the untimed administration, this form of ad-
ministration is recommended. It is estimated by the reviewer that the
untimed administration would take about 25 minutes. During testing
the examinee marks his answer in a self-scoring carbon-centered
booklet.

B. Content - In this 80 item test, each item As made up of five pictures,
four of which are related in some way. Typical items contain drawings
of objects or designs. In some of the items it is difficult to dis-.
criminate some of the details of the drawings.

C. Scoring - The examiner counts the number of correct responses, totals
them, and compares the single raw score to the appropriate norms
table to.obtain a percentile score.

4. Materials Required

A. Test booklet

B. Pencils

C. Manual

D, Stopwatch (timed condition only)

5. Appropriate Groups - The.PRT can be used with persons 14 years old'or
older who -are able to see well enough to perceive the items. The test
is intended to be as culture-fair as possible and is intended for use
with persons who have a high school education or less--"many tesl items
are ambiguous for those with a higher educational background in that
such individuals tend to read too much into an item and thus draw the
wrong conclusions." The PRT is best used with persons of low educational
attainment who are culturally different from middle class culture.
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6. Technical Considerations

A. Norm Groups A variety of timed and untimed norms are available on

groups such as: students in grades 9 liirouyh 12; white, an4 nonwhite

emplbyed persons in office positions, craft jobs, and a variety of

semi-skilled jobs. While sample sizes are adequate, samples are

only partially described. The user needs additional information

on the geographical distribution of the samples.

B. Reliability - Internal consistency (KR-20) reliabilities are the only

estimates of teliability given.in the manual. These range from .59

to .83 and are somewhat lower than what is expected in a test of

this type.

C. Validity - The PRT correlates moderately well with the WA1S and the

Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests. Correlations between PRT and

school grades are generally low, with most being non-significant.

Finally; correlations with an overall rating of job success on 25

separate occupations produced mixed results--there were more sig-

nificant correlations in semi-skilled jobs than in jobs that required

greater degrees of skill. These attempts at validation lead to the

conclusion that the test has already demonstrated some degree of

validity.

7. APA Level - A

8. Sources of Ioformation - tiiMY 7:381

9. Available From - Science desearch Associates

10. Comments - the PRT can be used to proyide a general indication of how

well a client functionsespecially a nonreading client or a client from

a different culture. The tett is intended to eliminate or reduce cul-

tural bias, and according to data published in the manual, it partially

achieves this goal. The major teChnical problem with the test is the

fairly low reliabilities. Some of the objects in the drawings are not

clear--this presents another problem. In conclusion, this test can be_

.-best used when the evaluator needs to know'what the iptellectual level-

of functioning of a nonliterate person with normal Osion.
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1. Purpose - "The SRA Verbal is a test of general. ability. It is used as a
measure of an individual's overall adaptability and flexibility in com-
prehending and following'instructions, and in adjw,ting to alturnaLing
types of problems."

2. Final Score - The test gives three final scores: (l) L or Linguistic,
(2) Q or Quantitative, and (3) Total Score. The Total Score is a com-
bination of the L and Q scores. Scores .are given in percentiles. The
manual warns that the Q dnd L scores should not be used separately.

3. Description

A. Administration - In this group administered paper-and-pencil test,
the examinee marks his answers on a self-scoring carbon-centered
booklet. The SRA Verbal Form is a speeded test--15 minutes are
allowed to answer 84-items. The manual contains no estimate of the
reading level required to take this test; however, the reviewer
estimates that an eighth grade reading ability is required.

B. Content - The test contains 64, five-alternative multiple-choice
items arranged by increasing difficulty in the following sequence:

,

two same or opposite items, one mathematics problem solving, two word
definitions in sentences, and two number series.

Scoring - The examiner counts the number of correct L and Q responses
and then totals them. If the educational norms are used, separate
percentiles are available for L, Q, and Total. In using industrial
norms, the Total Score is the onTy score that is converted.

4. Materials Required

A. Test booklet

B. Pencil

C. Manual

D. Stopwatch

5. Appropriate Groups - This test could be used in assessing a person's
general level of functioning. As opposed to nonverbal measures, the SRA
Verbal Form contains material which is closely related to general intel-
ligence and academic functioning. The SRA Verbal Form is useful with
client§ who are considering additional education or jobs that require
a high degree of general intellectual functioning.

Technical Considerations

A. lorm Gro-dOs - There are two separate types of norms. The first are
educational norms on students from ages 12 through 17; this reviewer
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Was Unable to find4any hiformation about NO', %ample in the mannal.

lhe second are employed worker norm% on It ,,pecific o(kiwation.;

ranging from retail ',tore manager% to nn,Ailled laborer,- Come

minority group norms are available; a tew ot these occupdtions were

almost j..00% woMeh dominated. These sources of the subjects are

adequately explained and many'of the sample sizes are of adequate

size.

B. Reliability Equivalent form reliability between forms A and H was

established on 300 high school students. Correlations on the three

scales were: L = .76; Q = .80; and Total = .78. While these are

adequate, the reviewer would like to see internal consistency re-

liability estimates.

C. Validity - The manual 'presents correlations with many other in-

telligence or general ability tests (e.g., Otis Test of Mental

Ability; Army .General 'Classification Test) which range from .18 to

.82, with most-correlpOons being in the .60's. Correlations using

concurrent designs_between the test and overall rating of employed

wor'kers were mixedabout half ihowing significant results. However,

one well controllediStudy reported significant findings-for several.-

age and racial groups of clerical workers. In conclusion; the

results given in the manual are promising.

7. APA Level - A .

8. Sourcei of Information (earlier edition) MMY 7:383; MMY 4:319.

9. Available From Science Research Associates

10. Comments - This test is intended to be used in making hiring and other

placement decisions where a measure of geheral ability is required for

job performanCe or educational planning. The industrial norms are

useful fo the evaluator who knows not to confuse norms with validity.

The validity studies show the potential of the SRA Verbal Form. However,

the test is not culture fair .or culture free and was never intended to

be. It is designed to be used in settings where the traditional academic

standards apply--ih the job market or in education.

.1
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sit
1 Purpose - Originally-develtped in 1941, these new forilis of DAT retain the

original purpose of the instrument "to provide an integratedscientifit,
and well standardized procedure for measuring the abilities of bovs and
girls in grades eight through twelve for purposes of educational and
vocationol guidance." These tests have also been used with young adults
and in employee selection:

2 Final Score The battery yields nine aptitu-de scores: (1) verbal rea-
soning, (?) numerical ability, (3) abstract reasoning, (4) clerical speed
and accuracy, (5) mechanical reasoning, (6) space Telations, (7) spelling,
(8) language usage, Lind (9) a general mental ability score which is the
combination of the first two scores: Scores are presented in percentiles
and stanines.

3. De'scription

A
iA. Administration Thl.s s a group administered pencil-and-paper test.

Total testing time takes about four hours, which can be broken into:
(a) two 2-hour sessfons, (b) four 1-hour se?Psions, or (c) six 35 to
45 minute sessions. All tests are timed, but only the clerical speed,
and accuracy sub-test can be regarded as a highly speeded test. The
eight tests are available in two reusable formats: .a.one booklet
edition (Forms S and T) and a separate booklet for each test (Form T).
Both formats require the use of a separate answer sheet of which five
are available: MRC, OpScan, NCS,..IBM 805, and IBM 1230.

B. Content. - Mite the tests contain a variety of different materials,
all iterds except the spelling sub-test are five alternative multiple-
choice. The following item types are Aised (the numb@rs in,parenthesis
correspond to the number in the "Final Score" heading above): (1)

double-ended analogies 50 items; (2) arithmetic computation - 40
items; (3).progression of forms 50 items; (4) twd letter or.number
combinations - 200 items; (5) illustrations of machinery to tllus-
trate various physical laws 70 items; (6) patterns to be "mentally
folded" into figures - 60 items; (7) words spelled correctly or
incorrectly 100 items; and (8) detecting errors in gramwer, punc-'
tuation, and capitalization 60 items.

C. Scoring - Tests can be either hand or machine scored. Hand scoring
requires the use of stencils and is estimated to be 15 minutes.
Scores are plotted on a report form for easy interpretations. Each
score is presented in terms of "score band"--a standard error of the
measurement.

4. -Materials,Required

A. Test booklet(s)

Answer sheet

C. Pencils
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P. Manual

F. Stencils

F. Stopwatch

G. Report form

5. Appropriate Groups The DAT is aimed at young persons who arc planning

their vocational futures. In vocational rehabilitation the DAT is useful

when an overall measure of the person's aptitudesjs needed to assist in

making vocattonal and educational plans. The length of the battery, the

need for about a sixth grade reading level, and the use of a separate

answer sheet restrict the use of the'DAT to fairly high functioning

persons.

6. Technical Considerations.

A. Norm Groups - Norms were derived,from over.63,000 school studentk

in the eighth through the twelfth grades. Separate norms are avail-

able by sei and grade. The sample was carefully selected to repre-

sent the public school population of the United States. The sample

is clearly described.

B. Reliability -,SOit-half reliabilities were computed for all sub-

tests except the clerical speed and accuracy. Because of its speeded

conditions, test-retest reliabilities were used. .These estimates of

reliability are given for each norm group. Most of the split-half

and test-retest coefficients are in the low .90's. This is one

indication of the careful construction of the battery.

C. Validity - The DAT has been thoroughly and successfully validated

against a variety of secondary school grades, achievement tests, and

aptitude tests. The evidence given against these criteria is im-

pressive. A problem in the validation of the DAT is a lack of

studies using job or talning success as the criterion. The test

is useful in predicting academic outcomes and, in spite of a lack

of job related studies, it is one of the best researched batteries

available:

7. APA Level - B

8. Sources of Information - WO 8:485; (earlier editions) MY 7:673; MMY

6:766; MMY 5:605; MMY 4:711; MMY 3:620; Anastasi, 130-131, 147-149, 379-

383; Barnette, 154-159; Bolton, 96; Cronbach, 353-355, 369, 362, 368;

GUion, 264-46; Horrocks & Schoonover, 386-392; Lyman, 140-141; Noll &

Scanntll, 271-273; Super & Crites, 339-349; Thorndike & Hagen,136-237,

350-353, 358-3604 528; Tyler, 62-63.

9. Available From - The Psychologi6l Corporation

10. Comments'7 The DAT is an excellently constructed and thoroughly reseerched

battery. It would especially be useful'in providing general meaures to

be used in planning education and training. While it isimpossible not

to recommend it on its technical qualifications, the use of this battery

in vocattonal evaluation may present problems because of: (1) length,

(2) reading skills required, (3) use of separate answer sheets, end (4).

the abstract nature:of some sub-tests.

ji!ir . 4
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1. Purpose - The GATB is intended to assess "vocationally signiftcant
dptitudes" thdt dre useful in vocational counseling, training selection,
job selection, and job placement.

2. Final Score - The GATB.is composed of 12 sub-tests (parts) which yield
measures of nine aptitudes: (1) general learning ability, (2) verbal,
(3) numerical, (4) spatial perception, (5) form perception, (6) clerical
perception, (7) motor coordination, (8) finger dexterity, and (9) manual
dexterity. Aptitude scores are presented in standard scores with a mean
of 100 and a standard deviation of 20.

3. Description

A. Administration - The GATB is a timed group test which takes about
two and one half hours to administer. Seven of the sub-tests are
printed in two booklets, one on a single sheet, and four sub-tests
involve .the use of apparatus. Separate answer sheets (three types
are available: NCS, IBM 1230, and OpScan) are required and the
examiners must stand for two of the apparatus parts. Sturdy tables
about 30 inches height are required for the apparatus tests.

B. Content - The pencil-and-paprr tests contain a wide variety of item
types and formats: (1) matching names - 150 items, (2) arithmetic
computation 50 items, (3) patterns to be "mentally folded" into
figures - 40 items; (4) vocabulary - same-opposite 60 items, (5)
matching tools 49 items, (6) arithmetic reasoning --25 items,
(7) form matching-- 60 items, and (8) rapid pencil movement - 130
spaces to be filled. The appiratus tests use a 48 hole pegboard
and a 50 hole hivet board.

C. Scoring'- Scoring may be performed by hand or machine. Hand scoring
takes about 20 minutes. Using an Individual Aptitude Profile Card,
scores are converted and some are combined to form the nine aptitudes.
In an attempt to compensate for possible misinterpretation, one
standard error of the measurement is added to each aptitude score.
Aptitude scores are compared to requirements for specific jobs
(Specific Aptitude Test Batteries - SATB's) or a group of jobs
having the same aptitudes (Occupational Aptitude Patterns - OAP's).
This comparison can be done by hand or machine.

4. Materials Required

A. Booklets I and-II

B. Answer sheet

C. She'ekfor Part 8 (motor co8Hination)

O. PegboaiNd

51 . .
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I. Fin(jer board

I. Pen(

G. Administration and scoring manual

H. Two norm manuals (one for OAP's and one tor spetific jol)5 )

I. Recording sheets for apparatus tests

J. Stopwatch

K. Results forms

L. Scoring keys

M. Individual Aptitude Profile Card

5. Appropriate Groups - The GATB can be used with a wide range of groups.

Research has indicated that it can be successfully given to mentally

retarded, deaf, and emotionally disturbed clients. It has also been

successfully used with many English .speaking minority groups. (A Span-

ish language version is also available.) The sixth grade reading level.

however, makes the test inappropriate for disadvantage0 persons and

persons with low reading skills. Because examinees are required to

stand for the pegboard parts, wheelchair persons may have a.difficult

time. The.fine dexterity necessary for the rivet boar0 prevents its

use with many persons having.upper extremity handicaps.

Technical Considerations

A. Norm Groups - The GATB was originally normed on 4,000 workers which

were a random sample of the "general working population." Since that

time additional norms have been developed for ninth and tenth grade

students. All samples are clearly and accurately defined.

B. Reliability - The development section of the manual contains a

chapter On reliability, and these extensive results cannot be

summarized in a few lines. The,reliabilities for the pencil-and-

paper tests are very high, and the apparatus tests yield moderately

high reliability coefficients.

Validity - The strong point of th its valjdity. The battery

has been validated on over 600 jobs.. tensive data relating the

GATB to training success, education4)..atainment, and other tests

are 'available. The employment service's ongoing program of test

validation will hopefully make certain that the GATB continues

to be the best validated aptitude test available.

4's

7. 'APA Level - B

6. Sources Of Information - MMY 8:490; MMY 7:676;. MMY 6:7,1; MMY 4:714;

Anastasi, 184-185, 384-387; Barnette, 117-129, 154-159; Bolton, 189-198; A

Cronbach, 355-363, 366; Guion, 269; Super & Crites, 330-339; Thornoilke &

Hagen, 353-357, 360-366, 528, 610-611; Tyler, 58-60.
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9. Ayailable'lrom - Persons interested In this battery must contact their
State Lmployment 1)ervice. (Do not tontact the 11.'1. Department ot Libor.)
Ihe released to nonprofit or,Jani:afion., envjed in louti.,ellnf,
Formal training is required prior to release.

10. Comments ,! Although the GATB is a widely used and technically superior
battery, it has two problems: (1) much of the validation research has
been on semis.killed ok.cupatiom, and not_ on skilled or technical jobs
and (?) the multiQle-hurdle method uf validation developed prior to
computer technology could be replaced by a multiple regression proce-
dure. The major advantages are (1) the relationshf0 of the-GATB to
jobs and training and (2) the relattonship between aptitude scores .

and the classification vstems used in the Dictionary of. Occupational
Titles.
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1. Purpose - The NATB is a nonreading version of the General Aptitude Test

Battery (GATB) and measures the same nine aptitudes ds does the GATI1

!he NAIR is intended for use with disadvantaged individuak who lack

the literacy and test-taking skills necessary to complete the GATR.

2. Final Score - The NATB contains 14 tests which yield measures of the

same nine aptitudes as the GATB (page 51). Aptitude scores are presented

in standard scores with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 20.

3. Description

A. Administration - The NATB can be administered to groups of up to six

I at a time. The first nine tests are contained in eight separate

booklets. The other Hive tests art identical to the GATB motor

coordination And dexterity tests. The administrator reads the items

aloud for the two vocabulary tests. The numerical aptitude is as-

sessed in part by coin matching and coin series tests. Other tests

are modified versions of the GATB matching names, patterns, matching

tools, and form matching. Enlargements of the pages in the test

booklets are used to help the examinees locate and mark the answers.

All answers are marked in test booklets-Lthere are no separate

answer sheets. Total testing time is eStimated to be over three

hours.

B. Content -1,The pencil-and-paper booklets contain items similar or

identical to the GATB, with two major exceptions: (1) there are

no arithmetic problems (numerical aptitude is measured by the

mental manipulation of coins), and (2) Vbcabulary items are pre-

sented orally.

C. Scoring - Scoring may be done by hand or machine. Hand scoring re-

quires about 20 minutes. Scores are converted and'OAP norms are

used. The procedure is exactly the same as the GATB.

4. Materials Required

A. Books 1 through 8

B. GATB Part a (motgr coordination)

C. Pegboard

D. Finger board

E. _Pencils

F. Administration and scoring manU/a)

G. The two GATB norms manuals
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H. Recording sheets for apparatus tests

I, 1-n1(11-gement% ot Ones trom test books

J. Stopwatch

K. Results forms

L. Scoring keys

5., Appropriate Groups - The NATB was specially designed for disadvantaged
persons in an attempt to eliminate the barriers of anguage -and test
sophistication. Because the NATE was designed for isadvantaged, it
should not be used with persons who function extrem ly well on tests--
the test results will not be accurate. Although th manual contains no
information, the battery appears to be potentially'useful for assessing
the overall vocational potential of the mentally retarded. Physically
handicapped persons are limited on this battery in the same ways they.

, are on the GATB.

6. Technical Considerations

A. Norm Groups - The NATB was standardized on 848 high school studenii.
The sample characteristics are clearly described: Regression ego-
tions were uied to equate NATB to GATB scores.

B. Reliability - The manual contains no reliability data as such. Be-
cause several of the tests were modified from GATB tests, they are
assumed, by the developer, to be reliable. This lack of reliability
data is a definite weakness of the manual. However, one esttmate of
stability, the standard error of the measurement, is given for each
aptitude; these appear to be within reason.

C. Validity - The NATB bases its validity on its correlations'ith
the GATB. Validation studies are presently underway, none have
been published in a revised manual.

7. APA Level - B

8. Sources Of Information - RMY 8:441; MMY 7:679; Anastasi, 387; Bolton, 198- .
202.

.Av5ilable Fro Persons interested in this battery must contact their'
State Em-ploymen Sbrvice ,(do not contact the U.S. Department of Labor).
The NATB is Oel sed to/onproftt organizations engaged in cownseling.
The NATB requ a two and one-half day training session prior to use.

. /

10: Comments - The najor .6se of the NATB is assessing a wide range-of apti-.
tudes that have been proved to be vocationally significant.: The fact...
that NATB is nonreading makes it'very useful to a wide variety of client
'prob,lems. As with the GATB, scores can be related to tht Dictionary,of
Occupational Titles. Because the NATB lacks the tethnical rtgor of its
Went, the GATB, the evaluator "must be extremely cautious and Conserve-
tive in interpreting scores on the NATB." Desmpite the claims of it&
manual, the RAM should not be used for selection or placement because A
of its lack of'direct job validation. s
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Purpose The GCT "has been designed to measure aptitudes which are of

importon(e In clerical work of all kinds."' The GIT has been used for

selection and placement in education and indu,,try.

2. Final Score - there are tour tinal scores: (1) clerical, (2) numerical,

(3) verbal, and (4) total, which is the sum of the first three. All

s'cores are given in percentiles and several norms areivailable.

3. Description

A. Administration This is a group administered penHl-and-paper test

in which all answers are marked or written in the test booklet..

There are a total of ten sub-tests; alt are highly speeded. The..re-

viewer estimates that total idministration time to be from 500 .55

minutes. The test is published in two formats; a 12 pagel)ookiet'.

and two 6 page booklets.

Content - The .GCT contains ten sub-tests': (1) checking - coMtkipg,

names, addresses, and,amounts and picking out the differences:;--.J9'

items; (2) alphabetiztng - recording the number of'a file drawefor

names 61 items; (3) arithmetic computation - 20 items; (4) error :

location - using addition and subttaction to find the error in a ."

matrix - 20 items'; (') arithmetic reasoning - reading problems - 16.

problems; (6) spelling - finding and correctly spelling words - 29-

items; (7) reading comprehension answering questions about two'

paragraphs - 14 items; (8) vocabulary - selecting the wordthat means

the same - 40 items; and .(9) grammar - finding and correcting the ,

error in a sentence - 24 items'. The clerical sculie is totaled from

tests 1 and.2; the numerical from 3, 4, and 5; and,the verbaL from

6, 7, 8, and 9. Only tests 7 and 8 are multiple-choice; the rest

require a written answer.

C. Scoring - All scoring is' done by.hand with a folded answer sheet.

moy

4. -Materials Required

A. Test booklet '(or booklets)

B. Pencils

C. Manual

D. Stopwatch

E. Answer sheet

5. Appropriate Groups -.The purpose of the GCT is to predict employment or

training success. The test can be used in a vocational evaluation situa-

411, 4 tion to assess an overall abilify for clerical work. Obviously, to suc-

cessfully take ,this test., the client needs good visual acuity, use.of at

least one hand, and an.estimated sixth grade reading level.

I

.1
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Technical Con,Jderationc.,

A. Norm Groups - Norms are available on female ..tudenis in high

and private business schools, lor numerous applicant groups, and
several groups of personOployed in clerical positions. Most norm
groups are of adequate siie with most of the norms developed in the
late 1960's and early lg70's. The group characteristics are not
described AC thor01101Y AC they shtmld be.

B. Reliability - The results of two test-retest studies are given in the
manual; the average correlation is in the low .90's. Standard error
of Measurement results are also given. Both sets of statistics imply
that the GCT has adequate reliability for its intended use.

C. Validity The manual contains two types of validity evidence. First
are correlations between test results and school grades and grade
point averages. These are yielded significant results. Second are
studies in which the GCT was correlated with jOb success criteria
(usually supervisory.ratings). The results of these are mixed. The
test appears to have some degree of validity.

7. APA Level A

8. Sources of Information - MMY 8:1032; (earlier editions) MMY 4:730; MMY
3:630; Guion, 242-243.

9. Available From - The Psychological Corporation

10. Comments - The GCT has been renormed and updated since the original 4944
edition, thus giving this old, established test a new, life. The major
use of the GCT would be to provide an overall assessment of the client

. prior to in-depth assessment for specific clerical jobs.

4
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( IT,9)

1 Purpose The MCT is a "test of speed and accuracy in performing tasks

related to clerical work." The test assesses the ability to rapidly

perceive and differentiate between number-, lettet-;, and ether ,.ymbuk.

2. I ilia] Score There are two final scores: (I) number cemparken and N

name comparison. Several norm groups are available; each score is

reported in percentiles. .

3. Description

A. Administration This highly speeded group administered pencil-and-

paper test takes about lf) minutes to administer-8 minutes for the

numbers and 7,minutes for the names. For each sub-test, the examinee

compares two names or numbers to see if they are identical. Answers

are marked in the test booklet., there is no separate answer sheet.

B. Content - The test consists of two parts (number checking and name

checking) each haying 200 items. For each sub-test.the examinee

compares two numbers or names to see if they are identical or not'.

C. Scoring - The instrument is hand scored in about five minutes ustng

stencils. Raw scores on each part are converted to percentiles using

the appropriate norm group.

4. Materials Required

A. Test booklet

B. Pencils

C. Manual

D. Stopwatch

E. Scoring stencils

5. Appropriate 5roups - Because the test items are designed for perception

per se and not reading, in theory, reading level should not be an im-

portant consideration. However, clients who read well have a definite

advantage. Good vision is required. The examinee should be able to

relate the content to clerical duties; face validity is high.

6. Technical Considerations

A. Norm Groups - Separate norms are available by sex for grades 8 through

12 and on male and female employed workers in a variety of clerical

positions. Although th norm groups for the most part are well de-\
scribed, some norms are ver 30 years old.

\

B. Reliability - Test-retest reliabilities are reported for two groups

of students and three groups of employed workers. Correlations range

between .56 and .93, with Most values being in the .60's and .70's.
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C. Validity There are several studies listed in the manual which
correlate MCI scores with various criteria ot job performani.e.
In general, these correlation,, are high. Covreldtimi', with other
clerical tests are alsO listed.

7. APA Level - A

8. Sources of Information MMY 8:1036; MMY 6:1040; MMY 6:850;.M1Y 3:621;
Anastasi, 449.-451; Bolton, 5, 8-9; Guion, 240-242; Super & Crites, 162-179.

9. Ava1l,b4 Frani - The Psychological Corporation

JO. Comments - The MCT is an old, widely used, respected clerical test.
Evaluators who assess client clerical ability with this device should
recall that many of the norms are most likely out-of-date. Job require-
ments and hiring standards have changed in the 30 years since this test
wa originally formed.
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Forme, A and 11 (194/)

1. Purpose The typing test is designed to measure typing achievement.

Final Ccore There are two final scores: (1) net speed ahd (?) accuracy.

These arm converted into percentiles.

3. Description

A. Admlnistration - The test is group administered on manual or electric

typewriters. The examiner gives each examinee a sheet containing

instructions and the material to be typed. The examinee reads the

instructions and then practices by typing the instructions. Jhe test

consists of typing a business letter as many times as possible during

a ten minute period. The letter is typed on a special work sheet.

B. Content - A four paragraph, 225 word business letter with a saluta-

tion and complimentary closing are typed from a clear printed copy.
L,

C. Scoring - The examiner first finds the total numb r of strokes and

the total number of errors. Using graphs, he co verts theSe to raw

scores which are compared to norms.

4. Materials Required

A. Typewriter

B. Test form

C. Scratch paper

D. Manual and norms sheets

E. Stopwatch

5. Appropriate Groups - The test is appropriate for individuals who have had

some experience in typing and are considering office careers.

6. Technical Considerations

A. Norm Groups - Norms ard available on inexpeTienced and experienced

office job applicants'-using manual and electric typewriters. Net

.
speed norms are available for students. The sample characteristics

of the groups are not described in nearly enough detail; nor are

the applicant norms based on a random sample. Apparently, the .

test was 'renormed in the late 1960's and early 1970's.

B. Reliability - No reliability studies are reported in the manual.

C. Validity - No validation studies are reported in the manual.

APA Level - A a
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Cources of Information MMY 1:1()1(); MMY 6:!1; Guion, 11q, ',tipu, 5 i i

15(-1!)1.

9. Ava.ildbie 1-rom - Science Research Associates .

10. Comments The test has ihree major problems: (1) the content of the
letter is more re-ftesentative of straight typing than of a business
letter, (?) unknown roliahility, and-(1) unknown validity. Ihir, test
should he used in conjunction with other ty.ping tests and work samples.

lb
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1 Purpose "This test is designed to predict ability to acquire the skills

of shorthand and typewriting." The ter,t ic; "valuable in determining

whether or not an individual is likely to prOtit by secretarial training."

2 Final'Score - The test yields three scores: (I) transcription, (2)

spelling, and (3) total, a combination of the transcription and spelling

scores. Scores are reported in percentiles.

3 Description

A. Administration This pencil-and-paper test can be administered to

a group in less than 25 minutes. Both the transcription and spelling

parts are timed, and both require the examinee to write the answers

in the test booklet. Unlike most clerical tests, this does not

appear to be a highly speeded test.

B. Content In the transcription part, the examinee is given five

minutes to substitute symbols for the numbers one through five..

There are 22 lines of ten numbers each. The examinee then tran-

scribes the symbols back to numbers. This part is not timed. The

spelling sub-test requires the examinee to determine if 100 woOds

are cOrrectly or incorrectly spelled. If incorrectly spelled, the

examinee spells the word correctly.

C. Scoring - The test can be hand scored in about two minutes. Raw

scores are converted to pokentile scores by using the appropriate

norm groups.

4. Materials Required

A. Test booklet

B. Pencils

C. Mai431

D. Stopwatch

E. Scoring-key_for spelling__ .

5. Appropriate Groups - The test is appropriate for clients who are con-

sidering training or a career in the secretaIlal field. Due to the

folding of the test form for the transcription part, left-handed clients

may have some difficulty taking the test.

6. Technical Consideratidns
is

A. Norm Groups - Percentile norms are based on' 870 high school girls 44itik

no shorthand-expierience and 345 girls with less thad one semester of 1'

shorthand exPerieke. Supplementary norms for private stenographic

62
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school students are given. Sample3 are not dc.,(1-lhed, and the nmAi,,
were developed about JO ycdr:, dqu.

B:' Reliability - Even-odd reliability for thof transcripfion test'is
reported as being .975-; split-half reliability for the spelling
test as .913. The manual does not contain enough information to
adequately interpret thesk; coefficients.

C. Va1ict1ty,7 While the.manual reports some correlations with training
.outcomes,*the lack of information makes these Osults almOst mean-
in9less.

APA Level - A

8. Sources of Information MMY 3:390.

9., Available-From The Psychological Corporation

10. Contents - The Stenographic Aptitude Test is a kacticalYdevice intended
tolpredict training success. Because of technical problems with norms,,
'reliabijity, and validity, the evaluator should use this in conjunction
with other measures of clerical ability.
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Lxperimental V(',".1(In

1. Purpose - "The Inventory was devised to provide systematic information on

the interest patterns of mentally retarded males and females engaged in

occupations at the unskilled and semiskilled levels." This vocational

perference test helps to identify areas in which persons have occupational

interests.

'23

a.

3

; 2. Final Score The R-FVII has separate male and female forms. The male

form contains the following areas: (1) automotive, (2) building trades,

(3) clerical, (4) animal care, (5) food service, (6) patient care, (7)

fiorticulture, (8) janitorial, (9) personal service, (10) laundry service,

and (11) mateMals handling. The feTOe form yields eight final -scores:,.

(1)'laundry service, (2) light induslFial, (3) clerical, (4) personal

service, (5) food service, (6) patient care, (7) horticulture, and (8)

housekeeping. The resats are converted to both T scores and percentiles

and then plotted on a profile.

3. Description

A. AdmiNstration - The R-FVII has no time limit and can be administered

in abobt 45 minutes to either individuals or grdups. Both the male

and female forms can be administered at the same time. The examinee

As askedlo read the instructions on the cover of the test booklet

while thevexaminer reads them.. This is the only_reading required.

The test is printed in a disposable booklet;.answers are marked in

the test booklet.
46.

B. Content - Each item consists of three illustrations of a person

working; the examinee circles the picture of the activity he/she

would most like to do. There are 40 female and 55 male items. The

illustrations are simple line drawings. ,All illustrations in the

male form show only males; tfie female form only females.

C. Scoring - The R-FVII is hand stared using a grid on the last page of

. the test booklet; the examiner records the responses from Ur test

booklet, totals them,.and converts the raw scores to I scores and

percentiles..

4. Materials Reguirpd

A. Test'booklet

B. Pencils

C. Administration manual

.1

5. Appropriate Groups 7 According to tie manual, the R-FVII is to .6e used

Nith mentally retaMed persong, parAcilarly the educable mentally re-

tarded at the high,school level." Because tHe test items require no

reading, it could easily be used with retarded persong.who do not speak '

English. Since the occupatiOns shown in the pictures are of semiskilled ..

jobs, at.the most, the R-FVIr should not be used for persons who could be

trathed for skilled pcisiVions.
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6. Technical Considerations

A. Norm Group:. Nurm4 arc available on educable mentally retarded male....
. and females in grades 9 through 12 in public day schools. Male and

female norms are also available on students in "ungraded residential
institutions in thr United Statrs." Thr norm groups are of adequate
size, but this reviewer would like more information on the geographic
distrihwtion ot the samples.

Reliability - The'manual cdntains two different types of reliability
data. The first are test-retest correlations over a two week inter-
val; these range mostly in the .80's. The second are internal con-
sistency (KR-20) coefficients, which according to the manual range
from .68 to .96. The manual does not explain the methodology nor
give'the results in enough detail to permit the reader to accurately
interpret the KR-20 estimates.

C. Validity - The R-FVII bases its validity mainly on correlations be-
tween two other picture interest inventories=-the Geist Picture
Interest Inventory and the Picture Interest Inventory. Because of
their lack of adequate development, neither of these provides a 4

meaningful critdrion for the R-FVII.

7. APA Level - B

8. Sources of Information - MMY 8:988.

9. Available From -'American Association on Mental Deficiency

10. Comments - The fest provides the user with one method of determining the
vocational interests of a special .group of clients. While one could argue
that the choice of occupational areas and posibly even the use Of a sepa-
rate form for each Siax is stereotyping, the scope of the items is within
the range of-realfStic job opportunities for retarded persons. The major
próblems'are the almost complete lack of validity and the lack of infor-
mation about reliability. 'The R-FVII should be used with caution.
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KUDIR OCCUPAllONAI INIIRISI SURVIY (01";)

fOrm nn (10/4)

I Purpose - The KOIS provides information that aids in making a vocational

choice or selecting a tentative field ot study by ide,it. i fyi nq interests

in relation to occupations or occupational fields. lt can ht uced with

high school and college students as well as with adults in employment

counseling and retraining.

? Final Score - The KOIS contains a wide range of scales for both occu-

pations and college majors. The total 171 scales contain: (1) 77

occupational scores normed on men (e.g., carpenter, Machinist, and

statistician); (2) 29 college major scores normed on men (e.g., biological
sciences and psychology); (3) 37 occupational scales normed on women
(e.g., bank clerk, lawer, and X-ray technician); (4) 19 college major
'scores nOrmed on women (e.g., English and nursing); and (5) eight ex-

perimental scales. Both men's and women's scales are used for each

examinee regardless-of sex. Scale scores are reported in terms of the
correlations between the individual's responses and those of each group

used in the development of a specific scale.

3. Description

A. Administration - This untimed pencil-and-paper instrument.is group
administered in approximately 30 to 40 minutes., The items are printed

on the answer sheet; no separate test booklet is required.

B. 'Content The 100 triad items each contain three short 'statements of

different activities. The examinee chooses the,one activity in each
triad he prefers most and the one activity in each triad he likes

least.

C. Scoring - The KOIS must be machine scored. Each examinee recaOes
a profile sheet plotting his results.

. At
4. Materials Required

A. Answer sheet

B.. Pedcils

C. Manuel

Appropriate Groups - Persons must be able to read at the sixth .grade

level to use the KOIS. Because of the size of the print and the lack of
contrast between print and paper colors, persons with even mild visual
problems may have difficulty reading the items. There are scales for

many occupations that do not require college or technical training, thus,,
making;the KOIS useful for persons who do not desim additional formal
ducation. However, the college major scales make it most appropriate
or high school students and others who are considering formal academic

training.

.1
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6. 1 et hn ittl i dora t ffir,

A. Norm Groups - Each scale was developed on a separate group of employed
workers or.students. The scales for all occupational groups were
developed on workers employed in these occupations. .Students majoring
in specific academic areas provided the data tor the college major
scales. All groups are clearly deccrihed in the manual.

B. Reliability - Test-retest reliabilities over a two-week period are
reported as'.93 and .96. The reliability was also defined in terms
of consistency of the differences between scores or each pair of
scales. These are at acceptable levels.

C. Validity - The manual presents no evidence that the KOIS can predict
future job success based on interest. However, data on classifica-
tion of presently employed workers according to their interests are
presented.

7. APA Level - B

8. Sources of Information - MMY 8:1010; MMY 7:1025; Anastasi, 538-539

9. Available From - Science Research Associates

10. Comments - Because the KOIS covers a wide variety of occupations, scores
on college major interest, and combines male and female occupational
interests, it has a wide variety of uses within the evaluation setting.

re
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11NNP,01/1 IMPOPIANCI (NM)

Pit): Pscvftioo
(1qh.1

1 Purpose The M1Q is designed to assess an individual according to 20

vocationally relevant personal need dimeir,iom in order to identify

jobs 8b which he might he most satisfied.

2 pinal Score - Scores are provided which represent a meosee of the

'degree of importance assigned by the individual to each of the 20 need

dimensions: (1) ability utilization; J2) achievement; (3) activity;

(4) advancement; (5) authority; (6) company policies and practices (7)

compensation; (8) co-workers;1( ) creativity; (10) independence; (II)

moral values; (1?) recognition, (13) responsibility; (14) security;

(15) social service; (16) social status; (17) supervision human re-

lations; (18) supervision - technical; (19) variety; and (20) working

conditions. These scores are presented as adjusted scale values and

plotted on a profile. Additional scoces are provided which are measures

of the degree of correspondence between the MIQ profile of the individual

and similar profiles of the work reinforcer opportunities of 148 occu-

pations.

3. Description

A4Administration - This untimed,pencil-and-paper test can be individ-

ually or group administered in less than 40 minutes. The MIQ requires

the use of a separate answer sheet; test booklets are reusable.

B. Content - Each of the 20 need dimensions is represented by a single

statement (e.g., "I could be busy all the time" or "I could work

alone on the job"). In the first 190 items each of the 20-stateme9ks

is paired with all other statements. The,individual is asked .to in-

dicate the statement of each pair which represents the more important

characteristic of his ideal job. In the last 20 items each statement

appears independently. The individual is asked to indicate whether

each need dimension is important or not in his ideal job.
.4.

C. Scoring - Although the device may be hand scored, machine scoring is ,

recommended. MIQ results are prin on a computer printout which

contains a. profile of the 20 need d1nnsions and a list of occupatloms

showing how the individual's profi1 1iatches the needs of persOns in

these occupations.

4. Materials Required

A. Test booklet

B. Answer sheet

C. Pencils

D. Administration manual

E. Two volumes of Occupational Reinforcer Patterns



Appropriate Grouw, !he M1Q P, appropriate toy any individual havinq al
lea,,t- A fifth grade reading level. Ne,,ear(h thP. indit,itpd th,11 MIO
acceptable tor use with minority and low socioeconomic status groups.
everal MIQ users have utilized tape recorded-administrations of the MIQ

.with individuals possessing low reading skills.

6 Technical Concideratione,

-A. Norm Groups - Norms were developed on a total of 5,358 individuals.
The only comparison data needed for apkopriate use of the MIQ
consists of profiles of Occupational Reinforcer Patterns fpr each
of the 148 occupations. This comparison data were collecthl from
ratings of supervisors of incumbents within each occupation. Sample
characteristics are fairly well defined.

B. Reliability - Median internal consistency reliability coefficients
for the 20 MIQ scales in several subject groups were generally in
the .80's. Test-retest coefficients fbr the 20 MIQ scale scores
ranged from a high of .89 for an immediate test-retest interval to
a low of .48 for a six month test-retest interval. For MIQ profiles,
however, median stability coefficients were in the .80's. Scale
intercorrelations ranged from .05 to .77.

C. Validity Validation of the 1967 MIQ form consists of, content
'validity studtes, group difference studies, and concurrent validity
studies. Reasonably good evidence of the validity of the MIQ was
Obtained using each of these methods. A summary of the results
would be too,detailed for this report.

7. APA evel - B

8. Sources of Information - MMY 8:1056; MMY 7:1063; Bolton, 236-237.

9. Available From Vocational Psychology Research

10. Comments - The MIQ is a very appropriate tool for vocational evaluation.
It is recommended that MIQ results be considered in conjunction with
information concernfng the abilities and interests of a client. The
data presented in the MIQ can be very useful in helping a person clarify
his value system as.it relates to work.



01110 V0CAMONA1 INI1R1(11 WINIY (01/1',)

1 Purpose The OVIS waN developed to counsel high schooiv students on their

future vocational plans.

2 Final Score - The third edition Dictionary of Occupational 1itic (001)

Data-People-Things organization was used as a model for development.

The 24 OVIS interest scales represent combinations of.the D-P-T classi-

fication. The 24 scales are: (1) manual work; (2) machine work; (I)

personal services; (4) caring for people or animals; (5) clerical work;

(6) inspecting and testing; (7) crafts and precise operations; (8) cus-

tomer services; (9) nursing and related technical services; (10) Ailled

p&sonal services; (11) training; (12) .literary; (13) numerical; (14)

appraisal; (15) agriculture; (16) applied technoiou; (17) promotion and

Ommunication; (18) memagement and supervision; (19) artistic; (20) sales

representative; (21) music; (22) entertainment and performing arts, (23)

teaching, counseling, and social work; an(' (24) medical. Final scores are

presented on a computerized profile chart in scale scores, percentiles,

and stanines. Summary reports are available for classes, schools, or

special groups.

3. Description

A. Administration - This pencWand-paper test is admibistered to groups

.
in between 60 and 90 minutes. The survey is not timed. Examinees

record their responses on a separate answer sheet. The manual permits

the examiner to read aloud the 27 items on the first pa.rt of the

survey.

B. Content - The OVIS is divided into two parts: (1) The Student In-

formation Questionnaire*asks the examinee for his stated,interest,

present educational status, and future career plans; (2) The Interest

Inventory part has 280 items containing brief descriptions of activi-

ties. Each item requires the examinee.to mark a five point scale

form from "likes very much" to "dislikes very much." The reading'

level is estimated by the reviewer to be fifth grade.

C. Scoring The OVIS is machine scored only. Profile charts are re-

turned for each examinee which give the results and explain the

scoles.

4. Materials Required

A. Test booklet

B. Answer sheet

C. Pencils

D. Administration manual

E. Manual for interpre.tation
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Appropriate hroaw, lho iw,trnment WW, developed tor 11.0 with hiqh
students and appear,. h) he most appropriate tor le,0 With VOIalq

iworlr 111 A .thool iou. ludecd, tjic hi:A pait. of 011:., would
be almost meaningless for non-school persons. Because the OVIS is based
on the DOT, it can be used for all job areas, thus, giving the widest
possible occupational coverage. This broad occupational coverage make(;
it useful for persons with a wide range of abilities and mcopational
preference,. BeuaWo.2 the items are written at a fairly low level,
people with limited literacy skills should be able to complete the OVIS.

6. Technical Considerations

A. Norm Groups The OVIS was normed on over 45.000 students in grades
8 through 1? in ten states. Separate norms are used for each grade
and each sex. Sample characterWics.are briefly described.

1

B. Reliability - Test-retest reliability coefficients (two week interval)
were computed on samples of eighth and tenth grade students. These,
ranged from .73 to .90. These are not exceptionally high considering
the short period of time between teting sessions.

C. Validity lhe manual presents no evidence of valkilimity and bases
its disuksion of valfdity on the DOT.

7 APA Level,

8. Sources of Information MMY 8:1016; MMY 7:1029.

9 Available From The Psychological Corporation

10. Comments - The use of the DOT as a model, the coverage of all occupational
areas, the type of item, and the emphasis upon counseling the examinee on
the results, make the OVIS a potentially useful devi& for vocational
evaluators, especially those working with youth in an educational setting.
The major problems are the lack of research, the requirement for computer
scoring, and the content of the first part of the OVIS that is directly.
related to school attendance.



1 PON(i ( AMITI I I 1NII PI I I NVI N I OPY ( I I)

hIrm (Iq//)

1. Purpose - lhe SCII is the latest version of the Strong Vocational In-

terest !Hank ( VIII) and the fir!.t one that cnmhine.-, the separate meh's

Form WOO; IMQ10 And the womon's form (W) into a single form for both

sexes. like the earlier SVIR, the is intended to help guide persons

into areas where they are likely td find the greatest job satisiaaion.

The manual states that the major use of the SCII is for voc'ational

counseling.

t. I inal Score The following types of scores are given! (1) six general

occupational themes (e.g., realistic, enterprising, and social); (?) ?3

basic interest scales (e.g., nature, social service, an(I sales) ; (3) 1?/I

occupational scales (e.g., occupational therapist, biologist, and lawyer);

and (4) nine administrative and special indexes (e.g., school subjects,

activities and amusements). Final scores are presented on a printout

with standard scores and percentile bands, which indicate the percent of

agreement between the client and the responses of the persons composing

the scoring groups on which each particular scale was based.

3. Description

A. Administration - SCII can be administered individually or to groups

in about 30 minutes. The test is untimed and requires a sixth grade

reading level. The items are printed on the answer sheet; no

separate test booklet is required. !

B. Content - The SCII contains 325 items divided into seven sections:

(1) occupations - 131 items; (2) school subjects 36 items; (3)

activities - 51 items; (4) amusements 39 items; (5) types of peo-

ple - 24 items; (6) preference between two activities - 30 items;

and (7) characteristics - 14 items. For each item the respondent

circles either "Like," "Dislike," ior "Indifferent."

C. Scoring - Machine scoring is the only method available. A computer

printed profile of all the-scores is returned.

4. Materials Required

A. Answer sheet

B. PenCils

C. Manual

5. Appropriate Groups - The SCII was developed mostly on college samples

and most of the occupations covered in the inventory are of a profes-

sional or semiprofessional nature. The item content requires a familiar-

ity with many occupations and some advaryeed school subjects. For these

two reasons, the SCII should be used only with persons who have the

potential for advanced training. Because a person's interests often do
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not solidity enough to he occurately mexwred prior to dge 17, the monudl
contains a warning against using this test with per.;on.; under thdt

6. Technical Considerations

A. Norm Groups - The strong inventories have used a wparate otkupd-
tional group for each scale and then compare the results to men-in-
general and women-in-general groups. Ihe manual devotes considerable
length to, the problems of sex bias and differences in scores. All
samples are clearly described. The items in the SCII re taken from
the SVIB and, thus, the tremendous amount of data collected for the
SVIB can apply to the newer SCII.

B. Reliability - The manual presents test-retest correlations forj the
basic interest scales and the occupational scales for two week . 30
days, and three years. Median correlations were mostly in the low
.90's. The inventory is designed to measure stable interest and
the wealth of data on reliability suggests that.they have accomplished
this.

C. Validity - Some validity data are presented in the manual for the
SCII. However, "a substantial body of such data is available for
the earlier SVIB . . .; because the new SCII scales are based
directly on these earlier scales, these data are relevant for them
also." Thus, the SCII is one of the most thoroughly reSllarched and
validated instruments available.

7. APA Level B

8. Sources of Information - SCII: MMY 8:1023; Anastasi, 529-536; Bolton,
140-142. SVIB - Men's form: MMY 7:1036; MMY 6:1070; MMY 4:747; Women's
form: MMY 7:1035; MMY 3:649.

9. Available From - Stanford University Press

10. Comments - The SCII (and the SVIB) have been used for years for counseling
persons on vocational choices. The Strong has stood the tests of ttme and
research and has become so widely acceOted that it is the standard by
which other interest inventories are judged. However, its use in an
evaluation setting is hindered by its college orientation and item content
requiring a knowledge of specific jobs and school subjects.

I.
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WID1 RANG! IN11R11-0PINION 11(11 (WRI01)

( 1,)1;1

Purpose The WRIOT "was designed to cover as many areas and levels of

human activity as possible." This interest inventory contains items that

represent jobs ranging from unskilled through the professional level

2. Final-Score - There are two types of scores: (1) 18 clusters of occupa-

tional interests (art, literature, music, drama, sales, management,

office work, personal service, protective service, social service, social

science, biological science, physical science, number, mechanics, machine

operation, outdoor, and athletics) and (2) seven vocational 'at,titudes

(sedentariness, risk, ambition, chosen skill level, activity by sex,

agreement, and interest Spread). Scores are reported in 1 scores which

are plotted on a profile form.

3. Description 1

A. Administration - The untimed inventory can be given either indivtd-

ually or in groups. The estimated individual administration time is

40 minutes; 50 to 60 minutes for groups. The WRIOT items are illus-

trations which are presented in a spiral-bound booklet. In normal use

the examinee responds'through the use of a separate sheet. The manual

contains special instructions for individual administration to

"severely mentally or physically disabled persons." During individual

administration, the client identifies the item and the evaluator

records the response on the answer sheet.

B. Content - The device consists of 450 line illustrations arranged in

150 triad combinations; from each triad the examinee picks the most

liked and the least liked picture. The illustrations show men and

women of all ethnic backgrounds engaging in a wide variety of job

tasks from unskilled to professional. In most of the drawings the

work activity is obvious.

C. Scoring - The optical scanning answer sheets can be sent to the

publisher for machine scoring or scored by hand. Twenty-four sten-

cils are used in hand scoring. According to the manual, scoring and

profiling can be done in about 20 minutes. Raw scores are converted

into I scores using the appropriate norms table.

4. Materials Required

A. Test booklet

B. Answer'sheet

C. Pencils

D. Administration manual.

E. Scoring stencils,.

'F. Report form

ik
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Appropriate Grour The manual (onfaiw, ',ome im-,ivu(ttow, ,tnd
a tew hints on the application of the MOT h) honditapped,
mentally xcl.drded, dnd dP.,ddvdnidyed persons. Some ot the development
was done with persons in sheltered employment, and the manual contains
many examples of the use of the test in vocational rehabilitation. While
the illustrations are gendrally easy to understand, the manual warns thdt
"disadvantaged and sheltered people seem to be unfmniliar with come of
the illustrated situations and place their own values on what they
observe."

6. Technical Considerations

A. Norm Groups - Separate norms are available by sex for the following
groups: (1) adults, (2) grades 10 and 11, and (3) grade 8. The
groups are fairly well described. However, the sample sizes range
between 22,3 and 551 and all samples were taken from Delaware cities
There are no national samples and sampling techniques are not
described.

B. Reliability - The manual section on rellability opens with a poorly
reasoned blast at those who require reliability coefficients and
then goes on to give fairly high split-half reliabilities (mostly
in the low .90's) for the 25 scales. Most interest inventories use
test-retest measures of reliability.

C. Validity - The only ,validity information presented are correlations
between the WRIOT and the old Geist Picture Interest Inventory.
Given the size of the groups and the faults of the Geist, these
results are almost meaningless. Rather than presenting data, the
manual takes the approach that the WRIOT is valid bacause its
developers say it is valid.

7. APA Level - B

8. . Sources of Information - MMY 8:1029.

9. Available From - Guidance Associates of Delaware, Inc.

10. Comments - The advantages of the WRIO" are (1) the use of a picture format
and activities that cover the entire'occupational spectrum and (2) the
fact that the test can be used with persons having many handicapping con-
ditions, The WRIOT successfully avoids the faulty reasoning that picture
interest inventories are for peesons who cannot read, therefore, these
people are only interested in a few low level jobs. The disadvantages of
the inventory are mostly technical: (1) the lack of an adequate norm
base, (2) the weakness, of the reliability,data, and (3)4the almost total
disregard of the test's validity. In conclusion, this Nventory -is useful
for a wide range of persons,-but the results must.-be treated with extreMe
caution.

faissor
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CRAW! OUP Mill 1 PAR! ` , PI X1 II;11Y c,1 (r!MWIPRP)

(1W,n)

1 Purpose - This is a performance test de.signed "to measure fine eye-hand

coordination."

final Scor Percentile scores comparing thr examinee's results with

several norm groups are given for Part I (pins and collars) and Part II

.(screws).

Desiription

17.
A. Administration This indivjdually administered aliparatus test takes

about IS minutes to domplete. A work table and.chair are reqUired.

The examinee sits during the test.

B. Content - A board containing 42 holes each on the left and right

bottom portions and three bins for Pins, collars, and screws across

the top portion is used. Part I requires the examinee to use tweezers

to pick up one pin and place it in a hole on the board. He next uses

the tweezers to fit a collar over each pin. After five pins and

collars are assembled for pratticek, the examinee completes.16 pins

and collars. In Part II the examinee uses a small screwdriver to

screw 30 screws through a plate. Five screws are used for practice.

C. Scoring - The aMount of time required to complete Parts I and II is

recorded for each part. The two time scores are compared to the

appropriate norm tabres.

4. Materials Required

A. Apparatus board (including: pins, collars, screws, tweezers, and

screwdriver)

B. Manual

C. Stopwatch

D. Scoring sheets

5. Appropriate Groups - Because no reading4 required, this test may be

used with persons who are illiterate. Upper extremity handicaps could

prevent the successful use of this.test. The Crawford appears most

useful in assessing-persons.for jobs inmolving Ole use- of-small'tools .

and rapid, repeated moVements.

6. 'Technical Considerations

A. Norm Groups -.Percentile norms bised on the time'to completion are

available on the following male groups: unselected applicants,

appliance factory applicants, two veterans groups, and two high school

groups. Female norm groups are: assembly job applicants, factory

applicants, hourly employees, and employed assemblers. All sample

sizes are at least 100 and most are ,over 175. Samples are inade-

f quately described.
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li. Reliability - reliabilltie tor PArt,, I And 'II Are repoilted
cis being between .80 and .9!i. However, (;ince the earman-Brown ter,-
mold WW. w.ed, thew Are ovf..1.1",limatcli. Nu Lc:A iit.i1. LuiletaLiuir,
are provided--these would have beeb a more appropriate measure of
reliability.

C. Validity The manual contains summaries of several validation "studies-
using wages and supervisors' ratings as k.riteria, Ihe test is (Ow
related to other dexterity measures.

7. APA Level A

drt,

8. Sources of Information 5:871'; MMY 4:752; MMY 3:667; Anastasi, 444;
Bolton, 260; Guion, 292493.

9. Available From The Psychologtcal Corporation

Comments - The Crawford could be use-a`as one method of 'assessing a
client's finger.dexterity. Since 'it is recommended,that.the test be
given individually, the evaluator could use this as'a basi's for some
detailed behavior observations.

4
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HAND TO01 DI XTIRI1Y !HI (1011N111)

1965, Revi s ion
(1965)

/. Turpose The Okrpose is to "provide a measure of proficiency in using

nrdinary Mechanics hand-tools . .
ihe dbiliyy medsured by thjl, Lest

is a combination. of aptitude and of achievemeq based-on past experience

in handling to"-." 1

2, Final"Score - A ilingle fina) score is compred with.bne of several groups;

this final score given in percentiles is based Upon the time'to complete;
*

4.

RA-
#

the task.,

r.

. Description

$

4%.

A. AdmAistration This indlvidually administered apparatus'test is'

unfimed; most exaTinees complete.it in,between five and 20 minutes:

The apparatus frame shouldT bolted to'a sturdy work table 34 inches

high. ThePexaminee stands ctilfring this.test.

Cohtent --Three différeqt siz (four each) of nuts, .bolts, and

washerS are,remoyed from ode side of a hardwood frame with the aid

of.three wrenthes and Dne screwdriver. The nuts and bolts are.then

frastened and tightened through the holes onthe other side of the

%frame: Teltest-administtatOr Tirst reads the instructions and-then

_times the examinee with a.stopwatch.

Scorik Ohe tilile score in mi&ites and seconds to Completion is

-
obtained and this is compared with-nOwm tables. Comparison wtth

norm tables takes less than one minutg.:,
,. , .,

Materfals Required .
_

Is

,

q
.

A. ApParatus. (consisting of,.. frame, sc;ewdriver, wrenches, nuts, bolts,
.

.

and Washers)
. _ . , .

.

.

4
..

_

,

B .-7"1anual

5.
1

ftt1
Appropilate,Gr,Oups. Because no reading ability, is required and Wause

, the-manual Armits-the administrater "to supplement the directidns
A

Ipanyireponable way tO improve the"examinee's understanding of the task,"',

,literacy and difficulty
Understanding-instructions should"not be

problems. The %est does requi.refulLuse,.of.hands and arms and, 'thete-

.

fbre, may.not be appropriSte,for,people Ivith,an upper Otreillity hancricap.

The "ta8e" vdliditY:bf.tbe test may Opeal'to.the disadvOtaged and

'"
.clienes,w4h.l.mot4Vationil levels. :I" fr

0 I r

C. Stopwatch

D. Sporin,g .s4ets - P. It_
14.

f .

V N,
-

.

.

Atm;

.<

1.5.:

f

_

f

'
,

X %.0t

.

4.

e
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. I e 1111 i t :11 ( MP. i

A. Norm Groups Percentile norms based on the time to completion are
given in the manual for the following groups: male job applicant(-,
in a southern plant, male adults at a vocational guidance center, air-

. line enyine meelianius, apprentiLe vididers in a steel company, elec-
trical maintenance workers, employees and-applicants in a manufacturing
company, boys at a vocational high school,.and high school dropouts in
a metropolitan center. The composition of the eight -norm groups are
not adeguatOly,deschibed in the manUal. Zpe mean age, job experience,
minority group statds, and other importangdescriptive information is
not presented. Also the norms for four of the eight groups are based

.on saMple sizes of less than 200 subjects; these should be used with
extreme,caution.

B. Reliability - The manua l reports two test-retest studies which pro-
duced*ellability coefficientsoof .91 and .81, considered moderately
high PiEvi.; a performance test.'

Validity - Two,types of validity data are presented: (1)4:correlations
with foremen's ratin9s and (2)'correlations with other *ts. Fore-
NW's ratings were between .14 and- .51; other tests between .11 and
.42' 1

7. APA Level - A

8. Sources'of'Information MMY 7:1044; MMY 3659.
V '

9. Available Ffom - The Psychological:Corporation

1,

10. -CoTments -.The high face validity, flexibility of the instructions and
the practical nature of the test are appealing in a. vocational evaluation:

3' Situatign. The normo ,proups, however,eed to be des,cribed in greater \ .1

.

detail and caution should be used :in Thterpretation of results based
con-some norm grOups.

±, .
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4 (1948)

A'

1. Purpose Ihis dexterity IcA de!,igoed to did in the w1ectt4 of

employees for industrial jobs requiring manual dexterity. It mew,ures

dexterity for two types of activity: one involving gross movements of

hands, fingers, and arms, and, the other invOlving primarily What might.

be called "fingertip"- dexterity.

?. Final Score - Five separate percentile scores are, obtained: (1) right

hand, (1,) lett hand, (3) both hands, '(4) right plus left plus both

hands, and (5) assembly.
4

3. Description

A. Administration - The apparatus test can be admfnistered to seated

groups of up to ten persons in about ten minutes: BesideS Vie peg-

board, no speOal conOtions or materials are necessary. There are

four sub-tests: (1) right hand only, (2) left hand only, (3) both

hands'simultaneously,and (4) assembly. No tools are used.

Content - The Pegboard includes pins, collars, and washers which are

located in fouy cups at the top of the board. Each sub-test involves

a separatedtask. The right hand test involves placing pins into holes

on the board for a,30 second period., Left hand involves the same

process, but with the opposite hand. Both'hands involves placing pins'

as fast as possible into'holes simultameously with both hands. The

right plus left plus both.hands is obtained by adding the above three

scores together. ihe assembly task consists of assembling Pins,

collars and washrs on the bOard for a spee'ded time of one minute.'

.-
Scoring - The ;cores are tHe number of pins placed ,in the board within

the 30 second time liMit for the'right, left, and both'hands, and'the.

number of assemblies completed in onerminute. Results are compared to

norms tables. .-
,

,

4. Materials Required
-

A. Pegboard.(including pins, collars, and wather0-

- Manual

C. Recor'ding sheets

D. Stopwatch

Appropriate Groups - Because reading abllity is not requirecrand because

..
ofthe demonstratiOns,,literacy-should not be consiclApd -a barrier for Alt

administratioq: Tfte test-is administered to seated 7xaMinees and ,may

'be appropriate for,some wheelchair clients. AThe test requires WI use
'of hands and arms-and, therefore, may not .be appropriatg for clients-

.

-
0

Kaving upper extv'emity handicaps. ,. .

4 s \
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6. technical Con.;ideration,,

A. Norm Groups - Percentile norms are given for eight groups of male
and female.industrIal workers and two general groups composed of
appticants and college students. Iqc manual describes most of the
charaetericticr, of the,le group,: except their joh experience, minority
group composition, and date of norming.

B. Reliability - Thejtest-retest reliability correlations are between-
',.66 and .79. These art. 16W for astandardized test and, therefore,
.the test should be used with caution, especially when recommending
employment-based on its results.

C.- Validity - Corelations with Production records, supervisor's
ratings, and a job sample Vmnge betweerr.09 and-.61.

.
. .

,h,,

7. 40A. Level - A
. _

. 4".11.."'..#

8. Sources of Information MMY 6:1081; MMY 5:873; MMY 4:75J; MMY 3:666;
Anastos), 444;Guion, 01-294 Horrocks & Schoonover, 379-380;'Super

.

& Crites, 213-217.
L e

9. Available Fran-- 5cipnce. Research Associates

10. Comments ,,Because of loi4 relierbility and low vplidity coefficients
pivsented in the manual, it appears that.the test stands mostly on.face
validity. It is suggested that the test not'be used alonOto select
people for assembly jobs; the;test is best used as part of a battery of
tests and work sample's. '

t)
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(19 1)

1 Purpo,;v Ihe (;tromhern "was developed as an aid in choosing workers for

jobs which require speed and accuracy of arm and hand movement."

2. Final Score - Percentile scores compare the examinoe's resUlts with

several norm groups.

3. Description

4.
A. Administ.rat.idn This individually administered apparatus test cand,

be given and scored in about ten minutes. The examinee stands at

a 30 inch table to take the test.

4.

B. Content THIr Stromberg contains 54 round red, blue, and yellow

discs with both sides painted and a durable board containing 54

holes on one side of the hinges. The other side consists of a

flat surface ,o40y. (the board folds in half for storage.) The

SDT uses-four trialsr On the first trial the examinee transfers

the discs according to a set pattern from the form board to the

open board. On the second trial the discs are moved back to the

form board holes. Trials three and four are identical to trials

one and two. All movement is with one hand_

C. Scoring - The examinee receives four trials; trials one and two are

practice and are not scored. The number of seconds needed to cm-.

plete trials three and four are added to obtain a singte final score:

This final score is compared fo the various norm.tables.
,

Materials Required

A. ,Form board

B. Manual ,

C. Stopwatch

;D." Recordtilg sheets

L

-

5. -Appropriate Groups - The Stromberg can be used formost clients who can

stand, rotate their tor'so, Ise one upper extremity,.apd see: The SDT

is intended for selecting persons in jobs where gross,rapid hand and

arm movements are required;
t

Technqal Consideraiiont.

A. ,Norm Groups - Seven norm groups vie available, ranging from trade

,school students through We-and female appli.cants to male and.

female workers. No descriptive'data is given .about the character-.

istics of the norm groups;.not eyen their sizes are presented.



lho licst., two t h U. WI t
1 klomi

tormula yielding correlations of .84 and .8/. Because this formula
overestimates the reliabil-ity, the "true" reliability of thy Strom-
berg is somewhat lower than the r'.eported coefficients.

C. Vi I Id t Valid4y divta of two typo':- (1) "good" ..ind "poor"
worker,,, (lc determined by their wage'', were (om)Ired on ba.,ic
scores on the Stromberg; "good" workers had higher test scores,
(2) correlations With two other dexterity tests yielded correlations
averaging in the low .30's.

7 APA level A

8. Sources of Information MMY 4:/bb
*

.0. Available From The Psychological Corporation

10. Comments The Stromberg is of Umited use in selection because of its
inadequate norms and low reliability. However, it hat potential usein
assessing client dexteeity if supplemented with other test and work

. sample results.

.
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Forms S and T (1969)

1. Pnrpow ihe 11MCI iliew_buro "the ability to perceive and understand the

relsitionship of physical iorc.(25 and mechanical olement,-, in practical

situations." It is intended.to be used with job applicants, high school

students, and candidates for.engineering schools.

2. Final Score The examinee receives a si-ngle mechanical comprehension

score in percentile form.

3. Decription

A. Administration BMCT is a group administered pencil-and-paper test.

Although it has a 30 minute time limit, the test is essentially a

power test. A separate answer sheet is used: ,

(3. Content Most of the 68 items contain two illustrations and a written

question as6ing which is easier to turn, vhich will move i, a certain

dtreetion, etc. The items deal\with gearqi.jvdraulics, pulley systems,

structures, levers, center of gravity, etc:

C. Scoring - S1coring is by hand or machine. Hand scoring takes abfoiut

three minu es and scores are compared to one or more of the norm

groups lis ed in the manual.

Materials Req lrecL

A. Test booklet

B. Pencifs

C. Answer sheet
4

D. Manual-

E. Stopwatoh

F. )coring steriCil

5. Appropriate Groups -1.The illustrations' make the test interesting and '

povide a high "facEr validity. Although the fOrmat,-printing, etc., of

the test booklets 1$ of a high quality, the examinee will geed good

visual acuity for many of thelllus-erations, especially thosOrshowing

'gears and pulleys: The BMCT does nqt appear to be too heavily cul-

turally biased.
,

11

.

6. Technical Xansideriations .

A. Norm Groups - The test has norm based on.three.g eral groups of

.
males; (1) industrial applicants (five separate rform groups),

,

(2) industrial, employees, arld'VY stpdents'(four Separate.norm

. .

\
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group.). vory helween ohd q0h, with !owl id thf,

groups having about 100 subjects. Groups are described in suf-
ficient detail.

B. Reliability Even-odd reliability coeiticients are given for eight
diffeent group; these range between .81 and .93. Because the
Spearman-Brown formula was.used, these are overestimates.

C! Validity - qhe manual presents numerous studies showing correla-i
tions between the BMCT and criteria such as course grades, job
ratings,, and training success. Of additional interest are the
correlations between this test and other mechanical and ability
tests. Because most of these are with earlier forms of the test,
their usefulness is questionable even though most of the items in
the present "orms were taken from the older forms.

7. APA Level - A

8. Sources of Information MMY 7:1049; MMY 6:1094; MMY 5:889; MMY 4:776;
RMY 3:683; Anastasi, 448-449; Super & Crites, 242456.

9. Available From The Psychological Corporation

10. Comments - This test has had a long history of use in selection and place-
ment of individuals on jobs where mechanical comprehension is required.
Because the BMCT has a high face validity and the illustrations are in-
teresting (especially for male clients), it may be useful for people who
are difficult to test. Because of the Size of some of the norm groups,
caution is necessary when interpreting results. The manual also contains

'II a special section on mechanical ability in women and how the BMCT attempts
to deal with this ability in women in atvalid and yet practical way.

4
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IHI II VI I l MINNIE c,OTII PAP! R FORM BOARD 111

Series AA and BB; MA and MB (1969)

1. ruvposc The form hoard has two major purposes: (1) the original purpow

WaS in selection and placement in jobs requIring "mechani(.di oricaa

tion" and (2) the test also measures "spatial imapery," which correlates

with general intelligence, thus, providing a nonverbal estimate of

intellectual functioning.,

"?. Final Score A single, final score is given in percentiles.

3. Descr4ption

A. Administration - The Form Board is a group pencil-and-paper admin-

istered test. Administration time is 20 minutes. For Series AA

and BB, the examinee records his answer on the test itself; Series

MA and MB require a separate answer sheet.

B. Content "The items consist of 64 two-dimensional diagrams cut into

separate parts. For each diagram there are five figures with lines

indicating the different shapes out of which they are made." The

examinee chooses one figure "composed of the exact parts that are

shown in the original diagram."

C. Scoring Series MA and MB are machine scored; Series AA and BB

are hand scored. Hand scoring takes about five minutes and the

final.score is compared to the appropriate norm grdup.

4. Materials Required

A. Test booklet

B. Answer sheet (Series MA and MB only)

C. Pencils

D. .Manual

E. ScOring ster.isils

,

F. Stopiatch

Appropriate Groups - Becaiise the test does not regtiiire reading and the

/easy-to-under&tand format of Series AA and BB, the Form Board appears

/ to be appropriate- Ibr persons with low literacy and test-taking skills.

The items are small in size requiring good visual acuity. The abstract

nature of the test items mean that the evaluator wilJ want tp make

certain that his/her clients understaqd the reason for the test.

1

,1
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h. lechnical Considerations

A. Norm Groups - The device gives educational (grades 10 through I?)
and industrial norms (applicants, employed workers, and military)
for each series. The samples are carefully described and the
groups large enough to provide meaningful siandardc of compArkon.

B. Reliability - The manual contains alternate-form and test-retest
reliability coefficients. Alternate form correlations range from
.71 to .78; test-retest from .79 to .90. Both types of reliability
are quite high.

C. Validity Validity is of two types: (1? comparison of the scores
of different groups and (2) correlations with other tests. The Form
Board is capable of distinguishing between success and failure ahd is
related to other ,tests measuring similar abilities.

7. APA Level - A

8. Sources of Information - MMY 7:1056; MMY 6:1092; MMY 5:884; MMY 4:763;
Anastasi, 447-448; Guion, 246; Horrocks & Schoonover, 371-375; Super &
Crites, 622.

9. Available From - The Psychological Corporation

10. Comments - This technically adequate test has a long history of success-
fql research and,practical use. The authors of the test, realizing that
the Form Board is only one part of a valid assessment of mechanical

. aptitude and prediction of job success, suggest that the Form Board be
used as part of a battery.

87
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rdZIN ClIAN1(711 API I 1111)1

(1950)

1 Purpose This test is intended to measure three aspects of mechanical

ability (sop below). The concept behind the Mechanical Aptitudes

is that "no single test consi5ting of items which measure only one primary

component of mechanical aptitude can provide a satisfactory index of the

ability to learn mechanical:skills."

2. Final Score The test yields four final scores: (1) mechanical knowl,-

edge, (2) space relations, (3) shop arithmetic, and (4) a total score

based on the sum of the previous three.. Scores are presented in pe-r-

centiles. V- .

3. Description

A. Administration This group administered multiple-choice pencil-

and-paper test can be given in about 40 minutes. While the three

parts of the test are timed, the test does not appear to be highly

speeded. A separate self,scoring carbon-centered answer sheet is,

used.

B. Content - The test contains three sections: (1) mechanical knowl-

edge - 45 pictures of conmnnly used tools and implements are

identified and/or.their, use is given, (2) space relations - 40

figures cut into two or three pieces which are mentally formed into

a whole, and (3) shop arithmetic - 124 problems, most of which are

based on drawings. The manual contains no estimated reading level,

but the reviewer estimates that a fifth grade level is needed.

C. Scoring - The test ts hand scored using a carbon-centered answer

sheet. Raw scores are compared to norms and plotted on a separate

profile sheet. Scoring-time should be less than three minutes.

4. Materials Required

A. Test booklet

B.- Pencils

C. Answer sheet

D. Scratch paper

E. Administration booklet

F. Stopwatch

G. Profiqe sheet

5. Appropriate Groups -,The SRA Mechanical Aptitudes is designed to assess

. the mdihanicil ability of persons planning careers or applying for jobs

/ in mechanical areas. The test's limitations are: s(1) the reading level

88



and (?) the yicual acuity required to ee the tool, Oidoe,. , And the
diagrams relating to the arithmetic section. While all of these are
simple black-on-white line drawin0s, some may be difficult to visualize.
Because the answer sheet must be placed on the right side 0 the test
booklet, left-handed examinees will often need to cover the items while
recording answers.

b. Technical Considerations

A. Norm Groups r Separate norms are given by sex and grade for grades*
9 through.12. Norms are also given on 650 male trainees. Although
all norm groups are of adequate size, the sample characteristics
are not described in enough ds4pr1l to penilit an accurate judgment of
their relevance. A

B. Reliability - Internal consistency estimates using the KR-21 formula
are given for the school boys groups on each Score. They range from
.55 to which are acceptable.

C. Validity - No validity data arecontained in the manual.

7. APA Level - A

8. Sources of Information - MMY 4:764

9. Available From - Science Research Associates

10. Comments - The major feature of this test is that it combines three
,aspects of "mechanical aptitude" into one test with a high "face" 4
validity. While the concept is a good one, the Olanual is over 25
years old and needs to be updated before it can 15,e expected.to meet
current standards.

89
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01 TN! OPMAT TON ABOUT 1 1 TNc

Books on Testing and Statist4s

This section provides a listing of reference materials about testing and

statistics. Most titles were selected because these books are readily avail-

able; many being used as textbooks in college-level courses. These two lists

are not intended to be inclusive; a complete list of books on test,i,fig and sta-

tistics would contain several hundred titles.. It is hoped that the interested

reader will consultlhese materials as needed.

lesting books:

1.- Anastasi, A., Psychological testing (fourth edition). New York: Macmillan

Publishing Co., Inc., 197-6. (750 pages) .

/ "The primary goal of this text is . . . to contribute toward the proper evalya,-
\

tion of psychological tests and the correct interpretation and use of test -'

results. fhis goal calls for several kinds of information: (1) an understand-

ing of the major principles of test construction, (2) psychological knowledge

about the behavior being assessed, (3) sensitivity to the social and ethical'

implications of test use,.and (4) broad familiarity with the types of available

instruments and the sources of information about tests."

2. Barnette, W.'L., Jr.c(Ed.), Readings in psychological tests and measure-

ments (rev. ed.). Homewood, Illinois: Dorsey Press, 1968. (93 pages)

This-book of readings is aimed at undergraduate psychology majors with a

limited knowledge of advanced statistics. Mostiof the articles have been

edited and shortened. Some of the topics covered are test administration

problems, response sets, validity, and public policy on testing.

3. Bolton, B. (Ed.), Handbook of measurement and evaluation in rehabilltation.

Baltimore: University Park Press, 19U. (36g pages) ) .

.

This recent publication is a collection of 17 papers designed to "suMmarize the-

current status of . . . psychological measurement principles and practi

they are applied in the evaluation of disabled clients." This work provides or

a reference for professionals who must interpret psychological evaluation re-

ports. In addition to three chapters on norms, reliability and validity; the

publication contains several chapters reviewing 'specific tests. There are also

chapters reviewing the uses of testing in.rehabilitation.

.4. Cronbach, L. J., Essentials of psychological testing (third edition). New_

York: Harper and Row; 1970. (752 pages)

This book is probably the best4pown and widely 9$ed of all college texts, It ,

is designed to be A comprehensive introductfOn to the uses of-testing,, types

of tests, administration, scoring, and validation. Otherparts of the book

provide descriptions and reviews of a ide.variety ortests.

9 3
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Hlii, 19134. 008 pages)

This book does not discuss individual tests, r',ather provides the logical and
mathematital reason', behind test (on,,trii(tion and .,iikequent
,..ioned to (ovor the haOr problem of 11,,v(holooical mea(mrement, concept ore
clearly explained with ,,imple examples and all formula', are (Oven in detail.

6. Guion, R. M., Personnel testiny. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965. (585
pages)-

"This tIonk is principally concerned with employment problem and with the im
plications of psychological testing methods tor these problems." Here the
"applications of the techniques and principles.of testing are_applied to per- .

sonnel selection and related employment problems." Because it emphasizes the
unsolved problemOn the area of seleelion and requires a'prior knowledge of
testing, this publication is for persons interested in an in-depth study of
selection problems.

7. Horrocks, d. F.,'& Schoonover, T. 1., Measutement for telch,r .oC 1 umous,
Ohio: Charles E. Morrill, 1968. (64S-

!IThis book has been written specifically for teachers, counselors and others
who deal with children in a school .setting." . The book is strong on the measure-
ment, of achievement (i.e., reading, mathematics, and language arts), but also
contains sections'on intelligence and imterests. The authors emphasize that
this is a book designed for a course in measurement:and not a course in
statistics.

8. Jackson, D. N., & Messick, S., (Eds.), rb1ems in human aSsessment. New
York: McGraw:Hill Book Co., 1967. 73 pages)

This large collection of articles is aimed at the advanced undergraduate or
beginning graduate student. "-he 74 contributions cover the logic of aissessr
ment, assessment metholology, selection, intellectual abilities, personality,
attitudes, and ethics. The publicatton contains Many o the "classic" articles
in the area of assessment.

9. Lyman, H. B., Test scores and what-v mean. EngleWood Cliffs, New
Jersey:, Prentice-Halig, 1963. (2-23 pagesl.

This.book deals mainly with the meaning of test scares and is "intended to meet
7 the needs,of testusers with limited trainingin besting . . ." Real-life ex-

amples are used to illustrate the major concepts. A unique factor is an .

original classification of the types of test scores.

.

10. Maloney, M. p., & Ward, M. P., PSycholoqical assessment: A cOnceptual

.
.

,
,

/

approach., New 'York: Oxford.University Press, 1976. (422 pages)

The authors' attempt.to,formulate a cokeptual modeUfor the use of testing,
interviowing, and caseAkistories in the assessment of persons with mental and

'emotional disabil ies7 Sections on report writing are also included: The
eMphasis is upo he process qf assessMent and not.on specific tests: The theme
of the publica on appears to be: "Most criticisms are not leveled at tests,

se,7 but at the use of these tools in practice."
. %
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Noll, V. H., & SLannell, D. P., lntrodou.t_itml_t0.0_1011.0.1_111011.t.

(third edition). Now York !fought on Mif f 1 in Co . , .

. . Our purposes-Are to provide an orientation to the field on measurement-..

and evaluation, a foundation in measurement theory and elementary sptistical

methods, an acquaintance with published standardized tests and sout-ces of in-

formation about them, b4:sic,,understanding and skill in com;tructing te,ltc for

local use, and instruction in the interpretation and application of the result!)

of measurement."

12. Super, D. E1. & Crites, J. O., AppAisCa9 vocational fitness (rev. ed.)

New York: Harper and Brothirs,- 1962.

This somewhat.dated publication presents a traditional view of testing with

,
emphasis upon its uses in predictiln of training and job success. The book

includes critical reviews of mady df the tests commonly used in educdtion

and industrY% ( .

13. Thorndike, R. L., Perionnel seleqtpn. New York: /John Wiley & Sons,

1949. (358 page5Y

"This book'is made up Of two rather disdnct parts. The first eight chariters

deal with the technical problems involved in developing a personnel testing

program and in appraising its effectfveness. The last three deal with admin,-

istrative peoblems of maintaining an effectiveesmooth-running program with .

good public acceptance." This'now cl-assic book on industrial testing covers

everything from job analyslo to the operation of a 'testing program.

14." Thorndike, R. L., & Hagen, E., Measurement and evaluation in _psychology.

. and education (third edition). New York: ;John -Wiley and Sons, 1969.

(765 pages) .,_ .

, s

This interMediate level text covers almost all phases of, testing in detail and

gives the reader the reasons behindsmany common testing practices. In addition

to containing detailed discu§sions'of the basic measurement concepts, the book

also provides critical reviews, a7,well as illustrative items,, df many.commonly.

used°tests.
,. ,

. . , .

15: Tyler, L. E., Tests and"measurements (second editi2n). Englewood tliffs, -

New Jersey: PrenticeTHall, Inc.., 1971. (199 Rues)
#

I,
O

.
.

t

IntendedJor use as 'a beginning text in measurement, ;his short book attempts

o cover basic statistics, test theory, as well as so e special types and uses .

1

df test's. : 1 . .

. J. ..
.

itatistics Books T'Introductory Level .

1. Brunivg,. J., Computational handbook of statist4cs. Glenview, Illinois:

Scdtt, Foresman, and Co., 1968. 0.

ayrkit, D.; clements of statistics.(second edition). New'York: Van-

, Nostrand Co., 1975.

3.. Gatkiti, L., & Goldstein, L., escriptive statistics: A prbgrammed textbook

(Volumes I & II). New Yo -John. Wiley and Sons, Inc.

92
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4. Hamburg, M., Basic statistics: A modern approach. Now York: Har(ourt,
JoydnoV Rh, 1974.

5. McCollough, c., /; Vanalla, L., Introduction to description statistics and
correlation: A program for selflinctruaTon. New York: Mctwaw-Hill,

Statistics Books - Intermediite -Level ,

1. Bloomers, P. J., Elemtntary statistical methods in psychology and education.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 060.

k?.
Gourevitch, V., Statistical methods: A _prpblem-solyia approach.- Nston:

Allyn and ,BacOn, 1965.
a.

3. Guilford, J.1r, Fundamental stL.iieics in psychology and educatlon (foUi-th
-edition). :New Yoik: 'McGraw- fll,

4. Hays, W. Logtatistic4 forpsycho_loRists. New'York: Holt, Ridehart, &
Winston 14,61- -c.F!.

5. Runyonc., R, & Habe
Massachusetts: A4

:fundamentals of behavAq11 statistics. Reading,
sley, 1167.

6. Walpole; R.\Iptrodiin to statisti New:York: MacMillan, 1968.

Mthtal Measuraiks boas`

Perhaps tt4 b9.14 ingle source of accerate information on tests are the
Mehtal Measurements.' rbooks. (MMY)*4. Edited by Oscar K. Buros, the first MMY
wos pub shed n 193 -and the eighth MMY in November 1978. Each one contains

of tests, critical reviews, and referehces to
t. Every MMY attempts to present the most recent

carefully wordedLdescription
0 research studies using the te

information available labout ea st.

In addition to the Mires, the publisher' also has two other publications
.on tests.. The first, Tests in Print contains a thorougti listing and brief
description of all tefts.that were published -before 1974. Tests in Print II
also contains many references for tests. The'second, Vocatiohal Tests and
Reviews, is a composite of all reviews on vocationa1 tests from the first to
ffie7IiVenth MMY.

e
(

The-Casebook on Ethical Standards of PSycholOgists

Ethical problems related to test security and test interpretation are dis-
cussed and examples are given. The'boók also gives the purchasing requirements
for tests. The sale of tests is restricted in accordance With principles given

. I a.

-*Published by: The Gryphon 211, Montgomery Street, Highland Park, Newr
Jersey 08904. .
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in the fthical Standards': Lliyibility to purchaw te*JN
/

determined on the

Irdiniiw and experivn(e. Peqktrotion form from many publkher-, are

.available upon request. The following classes are usuarly used:

1. SchOols, Colleges, and Governmental Agencies

I(

Orders reLeived un'offitjal puinbiase fortm; or by offiially signed-

letters will be filled prrptly ordersitty have to be counter-

signed byerofessor who'assumes retwnsibility, if graduate student,

etc.%

2. Bwsiness and Industrial Firms
f

Level A--Company purchase orders for tests commonly used for employ-

ment purposes wi I I be filled promptly,

Level B--Stdff tber 2f firm must have completed adva ced lecIel

',course in tetti at University or it,equivalent in aining under

qualified super,intenden

Level C--Available to irms only for use by qualified Kychologises,

members of the Americ n Psychological Association or person with

Master's degree p chology and appropriate training in field of

personnel testing.
' I

A

Consultants.to.bus ess and industry,,employment agencies, vocational

counselor'S, and p chologists in private practice, Registration is .

required. A prov 1 for test purchase is grant&I or withheld. No'

testsf ard sofli f r self-guidance, nor to any agency engaged in testing''

by mail.
.

.

.

. ,

Item seven of the Test view Outline refers to the AP!. Level of the,test.

This is the restriction code of A, B, or C described above.,

1

Standards for.Educatio al fid Ps cholo ical Tests and Manuals*.

4
This Publication contains technic0 standards whic matexials

should meet. These s and0rds Cover the informafion that .suld be'contained

in test manualS, how eliability and validity should be reported, and howtests

should be used. It s'urged that the etialuator use this publication as a guide

in judging' the techn cal qualitY of.testing materials.

.
^

.:

tOublished by: A rican Psjechological Association, Iac., 1200 Seventeenth

N.W., Washing on, 0.C.- 20036.
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CTB/McGraw-Hill
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Monterey, California 93940
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Wilmin9ton, Delaware 19806
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Houghton Mifflin CO.
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Boston,, Massachusetts . 02107
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The:Psychological' Corporation
X67 Third Avenue
New York,Afew York 10017

Science Research Astociates, Inc.
259 East Erje Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Setanford Univ.ersity Press
Stanford, California 94305
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University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
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